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A Note on Content Warnings
To ensure that Doll Hospital is a positive place
for its readers the following subjects (when
explored explicitly, and potentially triggeringly)
are provided with content warnings:
Rape, suicide, transmisogyny, ableism,
anxiety, self harm, alcoholism, domestic
abuse, sexual abuse and sexual assault

These content warnings are printed in
red on the first page of each piece, in the
top left-hand corner. Of course, as this
is a journal on mental health, all articles
highlight difficult topics to a certain
degree. If there is a particular subject you
feel needs a warning in future issues, or
if any of the current pieces in this issue
require additional warnings or content
notes, please let us know and we would
be happy to include it.

Hello again!
As I write this Doll Hospital turns two years old and (as you can
see for yourself !) we’ve just launched our third issue! As a mentally
ill gal myself, running a mental health journal from your bedroom
in your free time, with zero £££’s can be pretty tough. I’d be lying
if I said I didn’t get overwhelmed or didn’t think about throwing
the metaphorical towel in now and again because I thought this
project was ‘too big for me’. But paradoxically it is this very bigness
that keeps me going. There is no greater joy for me than when our
beloved, outrageously talented, graphic designer Maggie sends me the
mock up of an upcoming issue of DH and I can quietly marvel at it’s
collective beauty through the window of my heavily thumb printed
Macbook screen. A common dismissal of mental health narratives
is that they are overly self-centred but, despite all my unapologetic
essays on my experiences on actual freaking narcissism, I 100%
disagree. It is only through engaging with mental health narratives
and connecting with others experiencing mental health struggles
similar to my own that I’ve been able to look beyond myself, my
own illness, my delusions and flaws and egotism to see something
bigger, an interconnected galaxy of mental health stories that I am
(thankfully) only a tiny part of.
I didn’t use to think like this, my delusions, psychosis and generally
obnoxious nature, paired with our capitalist culture of individualism
made me insufferable for so long! Because even as mentally ill
people ourselves it’s easy to buy into dodgy narratives if they can
make us look ‘good’ or throw other mentally ill people under the
bus if they’re making us look ‘bad’. I’ve been thinking about this a
lot actually, as the stigma for mental illness is so great, it’s easy to
avoid accountability for hurtful behaviour in order to prove wrong
all those guilt-tripping ‘mentally ill people are bad people’ nonsense
statements. But accountability is not ableism and I’m not interested
in reducing myself to some corny neurotypical ideal.
Mental illness has to, put it mildly, not been y’kno great for me. But
I don’t think it’s made me that fun to be around either. Complex
PTSD results in some not good stuff y’kno? And I keep thinking

about those amongst us who are seen as too ‘scary’ to be mentally
ill, whose trauma and mental illness has resulted in negative, even
violent, behaviour to those around them, so are reduced to phrases like
‘evil’, ‘monster’ and ‘psychopath’, and as result are seen as lost causes,
incurable, ‘born bad’.
It is perhaps more comforting to isolate these incidents, to separate
them from cozy Etsy store style mental health brands, so we in
turn can deflect accountability from ourselves and forget we exist in
conversation with the communities around us and as a result of fucked
up coping mechanisms and internalised bullshit from a hostile world
hold that same capacity for hurtful behaviour. These conversations
are difficult, uncomfortable even, but they’re the ones we need to be
exploring if we are to move beyond troubling ‘good’, ‘bad’ binaries’
(a subject so brilliantly explored in Loletta’s ‘Good Depression/
Bad Depression’ essay in this issue) and towards a mental health
conversation that is truly reflective of the pressing realities of trauma
and mental illness.
Endless thanks to Maggie for once again creating a book of such
infinite beauty (there’s a reason her name is above mine y’kno!!),
Eline for designing our website and for y’kno generally being cute
and perfect, Alaina, Emily and Cassie for all their social media help,
Cat, Gin and Kristen for helping with editing and proofing, Anna for
her perfect poetry editing, Fauve for all her help with practical stuff I
couldn’t get my head round and obviously you! For being here! I will
always thank you! Because I’m so happy you’re here!
Okay, enough of my rambling! Issue Three here we come!
Love always,
Beth
XOXO

Krystal Monique Reddick
What’s in a mental health label?
Schizophrenia. Bipolar. Anxiety. Depression.
OCD. And so on.
Does a mental health label define you?
I’ve had numerous conversations with
my therapist about the bipolar label. I’ve
been diagnosed for seven years now. I went
six years in between my first and second
hospitalizations for mania. And in those six
years I did not really claim the label.
My therapist showed me the bipolar
entry in the DSM (Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders).
There is an entry for single-episode mania.
Mania is what determines a bipolar
diagnosis. Otherwise, one would just have
unipolar depression.
I thought I had that.
The single-episode diagnosis. Not the
full-fledged diagnosis.
I thought my one episode of depression and
one episode of mania were one-time flukes. I
didn’t think I really had bipolar disorder.
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However, my psychiatrist disagreed. He
told me “once a Heisman trophy winner,
always a Heisman trophy winner.”
I hated this analogy.
The two medicines I was on for those
six years in between hospitalizations kept me
stable. Having a bipolar diagnosis didn’t impact
much for me except sleep. I had to be in bed
by 11pm in order to avoid next-day grogginess.
But that was the only inconvenience. I had a
few side-effects within the first few months
of being hospitalized, but after I changed to a
new medicine I was fine.
Until 2013.
Elevated liver enzymes were detected
in my routine blood work. Elevated liver
enzymes might mean liver damage. I
was told to stop taking this medicine
immediately. My psychiatrist didn’t replace
this medicine, leaving me only on one
medicine to maintain my bipolar disorder
Within two months I was manic and
hospitalized. This hospitalization removed

all doubt that I was really bipolar. I was
hospitalized for ten days as the doctors
tried to find me a new medicine cocktail to
control my mania. I had to also go on short
term disability leave for two months.
Needless to say my therapist and I
renewed our conversations about my label. I
could no longer act like I didn’t have a mental
health diagnosis. I didn’t have any friends
with mental health experiences, so I wanted
to talk to other diagnosed folks. In search of a
space to discuss my disorder, I sought out and
attended a DBSA (Depression and Bipolar
Support Alliance) meeting.
My therapist was concerned. He didn’t
want me to identify with a mental illness.
He didn’t want it to define me. But I
disagreed with him. Just as I am black and
a woman and an American, I too, also have
bipolar disorder. It does have an impact
on my life: my choices, my thoughts, my
actions. To deny the label would be like
denying a part of me. Now, I don’t subscribe

to the belief that to have a mental illness
means I have to be consumed by instability.
For me, having a bipolar diagnosis does not
signal dysfunction. I’ve learned to use the
diagnosis to my advantage. I am creative,
intelligent, and empathetic. When I look at
my bipolar lineage (all the famous writers,
artists, actors, and doctors), I feel proud.
And when I read the DSM entry for
bipolar disorder, I see that I have had nearly
every symptom of mania and depression.
The diagnosis and label made my actions
and thoughts make sense. I’ve actually found
comfort in the label. But I do realize not
everyone wants to be labelled.
What say you? If you are diagnosed, how
do you interpret your label? n
Read more of Krystal Monique Reddick’s
work at:
ManicMoniquesMeanderings.blogspot.com
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DISORDERED EATING

I keep trying to lose my body
Amaal Said

Pippa Ashton
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An uncle has noticed the way I start
to wear clothes that drown the body
I am trying to lose.
I am 12 and he wants to prove
that I am still a child to him.
He puts me over his shoulder
and when my top slides to reveal a belly
I don’t know what to do with,
I hide in my room and take to looking
at the floor whenever he visits.
I am angry that I have been made to look
like a fool.
My brother starts to call me a ‘fat shit’.
He sees how I go back for a second bowl of cereal.
He whispers, ‘you gonna keep eating
until you die?’
Now I imagine the plates of food
I have left uneaten,
the ones that I’ve placed back
on the kitchen counter as soon
as my mother’s feet made their way
up the stairs.
She’d scream, ‘do you want to die?’
I knew the right answer was ‘no’
but my mouth was so dry.
I gifted myself with scales
for my 14th birthday and woke up
in the middle of the night
just to check if I was less heavy.
I went back to sleep disappointed

each time.
On my 15th birthday
I spent the whole night
making lists of diets
and crossed off six
in a couple of months
until the cold water diet
nearly drowned me.
Everyone is so proud at how
little I’ve made myself.
A woman who knows my mother
congratulates me before smiling.
I wanted so badly to tell her
about the death that weighed me
down now, how it chased sleep
and good people away.
I have lost count of the plates
that have gone back uneaten.
Most times I snack in a room alone
while the rest of the family
gathers around a table.
They thank my mother for feeding them
and pray that whatever is eating away at me
spits me out soon. n
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Moms and Meds: An
Interview with Dina
Fiasconaro
Alaina Leary
Moms and Meds is a documentary
focused on the lives of several cisgender
women who have dealt with questions
about psychiatric medications, mental
illness, pregnancy, and parenthood. The
film asks important questions about
whether it’s okay to take medication
while pregnant, why women have a
hard time getting a straight answer
on the question, and what it’s like to
deal with mental health issues while
pregnant or raising children.
Although this documentary focuses
on the lives of cisgender women in
America, the question of reproductive
rights and bodily autonomy extends
far beyond this. The subject of
parenthood has always encompassed
people who live beyond cisgender
expectations, and when considering
the issue of reproductive rights we
can’t forget issues of forced control
and sterilization of transgender
women, disabled women, and women
of colour. This documentary is just
a single part of a bigger discussion
about the intersections between
mental illness and what it means
to be a parent, for those who are
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planning to conceive as well as those
planning to adopt children.
We hope this interview will raise the
question: How do we navigate these
overwhelming medical systems and
develop agency in the face of the
institutions currently in place?
Where did the inspiration behind
Moms and Meds come from?
Moms and Meds is a documentary film
about the choices and options women
face when they want to have kids, but
take medication for mental illness. It’s
based on my own experience going
through my pregnancy. I’d reached a
point where I decided it was the right
time for me to try to have a baby, and
as someone who had been medicated
for anxiety for over a decade, I realized
I needed to do some research. What
was safe, and what wasn’t? Should I
stay on my medication, should I get
off of it, could I stay on some but not
others? More and more, I discovered
there weren’t any clear answers. As a
filmmaker, I thought, maybe I should
start to document my experience.

scenario. Everyone is different, and
they’re going to react to pregnancy
differently. Certain medications affect
certain people differently. There’s no
doctor out there that can say for 100%
that one medication is safe and one
isn’t. What I did learn is that some
meds they thought weren’t safe are now
considered safe. Twenty or thirty years
ago, there were meds that were definite
no’s, and they’re now just learning that
these meds are safer than researchers
and doctors initially thought.
Doctors are becoming a little more
lenient in terms of saying, “This will
probably be okay.”
What are some of the issues
beyond medication that you
explored in the film?

There are a couple of women in the film
who have a history of mental illness.
We assumed we needed to prepare for
being pregnant. We knew we needed to
make decisions about taking medications.
However, there are a couple of other
women, including one who had never
had a history of mental illness until
she got pregnant. Something in her
pregnancy triggered mania and severe
depression with her, twice. When I
started the film, she’d had her first child.
In the middle of shooting, she became
pregnant with her second child. She
had similar and sometimes more severe
mental health reactions. To me, that’s
scarier—to those women who get hit out
of the blue with a psychotic disorder, or
depression, or anxiety, because they’re just
not prepared for it in a way that someone
who has been living with mental illness.

During the process of creating Moms
and Meds, did you gain any insight
about which medications pregnant
people can take?
One of the larger things I learned
is that it’s very much a case-by-case
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What roadblocks did you encounter
as you were producing?
One of the difficulties, beyond just
having access to resources, was that
it took me a decent amount of time
to find women who would actually
sit down and talk to me about their
experiences. I think this is directly
related to mental health stigma.
I also found it so difficult to get a
straight answer from any doctor. At
that time, I had a therapist, a psych,
and a high-risk OBGYN [a physician
who delivers babies], and I’d ask them
all the same question about a particular
issue, and they would all send me to the
other. I found that I was getting passed
around and around, and nobody would
just sit me down and say, “I think you
should do this.”
All I was really looking for was
guidance, and it was really difficult to
get that guidance.
Are you hoping Moms & Meds
will make more doctors willing to
discuss the issue?
Doctors aren’t only working within
their specialty. An OBGYN is trained
to deliver babies, they aren’t trained to
take care of the mental health of the
mother. A therapist or psych is trained
to take care of your mental health, but
not to help you take care of your baby.
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One woman would have a therapist, an
OB, and a psychiatrist who all know
one another, and who are working
together and making the best decisions
and recommends for that woman, or at
least guiding her.
I don’t mean to vilify doctors, because
a majority of them really want to help.
Their hands are tied.
I think if we could break down some
barriers, and get more of a dialogue
among doctors going, that’s definitely
a good start.
What are some of the other
concerns, besides medication, that
arise for future parents with mental
health issues?
One of the things that still concerns
me is whether or not I’m going to
pass something down to my daughter.
I’m worried about that, because
I know I’ll feel so guilty that I’ve
predisposed her to it.
At the same time, I feel really well
equipped to help her if she does have any
mental health issues.
I hope—and assume—that I would be
better equipped to help her as a parent.

Have parents and soon-to-be-parents
reached out to you at all to tell them
how happy they are that Moms and
Meds exists?
Yeah, a lot. It’s so cool. A lot of my
high school friends reached out to
me. And some of my colleagues here
at my school. And then just random
people who have found me via my
website or the articles. It’s not cool
that people are struggling, but it’s
really nice to know that you’re not
alone, and to be able to help people
if it’s possible. I can’t help people
medically, but I can relay my story
and the story of other women.
Is there anything else you’d like to
share related to mental illness and
becoming a parent that you think
is important?
We should still keep watching moms.
I think it’s weird to have a cut-off
date. There are probably moms that
continue to need help past that date.
Because now they have a baby, and
they’re trying to keep another person
safe and alive.
I think continuing to support
women beyond that first year is
really important. n
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Pippa Ashton
artwork by chromi
My hope is that one day not one
person in the NHS will ever call
a service user ‘ attention-seeking’,
not to their face and not behind
their back. This doesn’t mean I
hope the dedicated staff of the
NHS ever stop questioning
what kind of care someone
really needs, or put any child
protection principles aside,
but that they really look at a
service user as a human who
needs support. The majority of
people who self-harm in some
way or have suicidal thoughts or
behaviours would prefer not to
be ill. There is hope for those of
us who have lived through these
types of experiences but only if
we’re treated with compassion.
I’m currently a 34-year-old woman
but once upon a time (literally half
my life away) I was a 17-year-old
girl. And that girl had complex
mental health problems and was
in need of support from the NHS.
I was self-harming, not eating or
sleeping, very anxious and had
a lot of OCD behaviours. And
worst of all I had absolutely no
idea why this was happening to
me or how to make it stop.
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I’m writing this because I want
to explain why making me feel
like I was ‘ attention-seeking’
hampered my recovery. I
believe that there have been
amazing changes in the past 17
years in terms of how we support young people with mental
health problems but there are
still issues. As an adult I have
had a nurse say that it was very
‘silly’ for me to have self-harmed
whilst she took blood tests for
completely unrelated problems;
this is the kind of thing that
makes it hard to reach out for
support for things beyond a
mental health problem.
So 17 years ago was a long time
ago but it’s relevant (and I wish it
wasn’t), and I see aspects of this
often in my own life and in the
lives of others. I don’t remember
going to the GP or being given
a referral but I do remember
the experience of seeing the
psychiatrist very vividly.. I sat in a
waiting room of a huge hospital;
the receptionist told us where to
sit but no one explained what
would happen. I was worried
I’d be told off and felt like I’d
been naughty and was causing

a bit of a fuss. I’d often thought
that adults only seemed to care
when children show physical
symptoms of mental illness and
then it’s something to tut at us
about, rather than help with.
When I saw the psychiatrist he
was abrupt, told me I should
probably stop self-harming and
that it was a ‘silly’ thing to do and
that I was too grown up to do
this. He also asked where I selfharmed and assumed (because
I was chubby) that it must be
related to my weight. This added
to the feeling that this mental
health problem was my fault –
bearing in mind I had no idea
why I felt so bad and wished it
would stop – and that I could
just stop self-harming because
an incredibly qualified adult told
me that I should do this-and
that it was even possible for me
just to ‘stop’. I was referred for
therapy which was lovely but
of little use because (as I know
now) I had a personality disorder
called Obsessive Compulsive
Personality Disorder. Again,
qualified adults told me that
this course of six weeks would
make me better. It felt like the

aim of the whole exercise was to
stop the distressing (to adults)
behaviour and, not the distressing
(to me) feelings.
I was 33 when I was diagnosed,
with what is admittedly a difficult thing to diagnose, and my
life has changed so much. I am

not ‘recovered’ but I do not need
to take antidepressants, I can
support myself in positive ways
through difficult times, I have
more confidence and strength.
But one thing I do mourn is the
years I spent seeing psychiatrist
after psychiatrist and being told
nothing was wrong with me. I

could have got better earlier and
it’s not fair. I now realise that
having self-harmed made some
people in these services assume I
was attention-seeking and stopped
them from helping a person in
‘real’ need.
When someone says ‘she’s just
attention-seeking’ (whether in
the NHS or about friends and
family) you trap someone inside
their own illness. Everything
becomes hopeless including
your future because you realise
you can’t make people believe
you. I feel so incredibly blessed
that someone saw beyond that
and spent enough time with
me to realise what was wrong.
But I also feel like I shouldn’t
have to feel blessed. This could
have been treated three years
ago or five or 10 or maybe even
17 and I could have had more
of my life without a big black
cloud. Nothing is perfect (says
the girl with OCPD), but things
can change and I do believe one
day no one looking for help
and support will ever be called
‘attention-seeking’. n
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anti-black racism | misogynoir

Cassandra Osei
Artwork by Akujixxv
My scholarship is purposeful - unlike
many of my peers, my path towards
graduate school was not to escape the
bad job market, or to “get more school.”
History, as my discipline, has been a soulsaving force in my life, and I’ve utilized
it as my weapon of choice to correct the
wrongs I see in the world. In addition to
being the academic-activist, I use history
as my self-care: it has brought me the
desperately needed context to understand
my world, which is often similar to Kafka’s
Trial in its misgivings and oddities.
As a result, I am a force: I brought
skill and ambition that was unmatched
in undergrad from beginning to end. My
peers, exclusively white, looked on in
amazement, speechless, and stared. Once
in a while, I would get the words, floating
out from wispy white girl lips: “you really
are the best!”
Unpack that: “you really are the best!”
Who is the audience? We would presume, me;
however take in mind the demographics of my
department. 45:55 women to men, and 99:1
white to people of colour. What does it mean
that the person who swept the awards, won the
grant money, earned the accolades, and visible
as the “star student” professors bragged about,
was a cis, thick-thighed, natural hair wearing,
dark-skinned black girl with immigrant
parents? What does it mean when you were
never expected to exist in a particular space, in
a place that wasn’t made for you? What does
it mean when these comments are supposed to
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be kind and cheery on the surface, but crack and
slice like blade shards into your self-esteem?
What happens when you are presumed
the behemoth, the girl for whom mental
health is not even considered, because black
girls should not be hurt by anything, anyone,
and anywhere as they are hard?
I.
It means to have the worst self-esteem
problems as a child, because racism worsens
mental health.
I did not grow up “the best.” White girls
and boys were not afraid of me, and did not
celebrate me. They made fun of me.
I lived in a sea of white that contended
that it was not so because it was “integrated;”
integrated with sprinkles of people of colour
in white homogenous cupcake frosting.
Many baby-boomer white folks will
say that children can’t “see” racism until
they’re grown. Instead, they argue, we just
see junk food colours like chocolate and
white chocolate.
I don’t remember this story, but my
mother told me that I came home sobbing
because a girl in kindergarten called my hair
nappy and ugly. Again, I don’t remember
that particular incident. But I remembered
feeling that girl was more powerful than me.
She was accepted by the upper echelon of
white girl kindergarten circles, and moved
with ease. This continued into high school.
Why would this matter if she was just like
other white girls?

She wasn’t. She was a mixed-race black
girl, with a white mother. My parents
were good friends with her black father,
who worked for the post-office. I never
saw him within school grounds, just her
white mother. Her white mother afforded
this mixed-race black girl the privileges of
whiteness: attractiveness, time and wealth
to enroll her in extra-curricular sports and

daycare, and invisibility from difference. Of
course, I did not have these exact ideas as a
five-year-old child going on to seven, but I
did understand the nuances. I understood
she would never be destined for the
“sidekick role.”
How do suburban black girls in white
spaces get molded for the “sidekick role?”
They don’t have role models in media, and
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when they do, they’re
unattainable. They
are molded into not
having their own
identities with agency:
when there are two
girls by the same
name, the white girl gets to keep her first
name intact, whereas the black girl gets her
last name initial added to her first name.
The white girl remains original, normative,
and real, whereas the black girl is stamped
as #2 like Barbie’s sidekick. Black girls are not
called to teams by their names during kickball
or other sports; they are referred to “that black
girl over there” when picked last – they are
never picked first unless they automatically
have athletic prowess, and remember that
athletic prowess is for black boys only! Even
when you find a crew of less-cruel white girls,
they will be cruel to you. You will play nerdy
games, and you will never be picked as the
leader or hero – you must always be sidekick.
I never learned to take leadership by
force or assert myself in primary school.
Who was there to teach me? Yes, my
parents were assertive and fierce in their
pride for themselves and their family, and
chastised me for being somewhat meek.
But having that was not enough to sift out
evil that I did not have proof to claim real.
What good was an example if they were
not physically around in the home, slaving
away for wages, the majority of the time?
How was that supposed to shake off my
anxieties surrounding racism? It wasn’t
enough to retort “we weren’t here” when
I tried to explain my discomfort in class
around slavery and segregation, how all eyes
were on me as the teacher gave incomplete
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truths and lies concerning black folks
existence in this country. It wasn’t enough
to tell me “that white girl was just jealous”
when she called me nigger after accusing me
of stealing art supplies. Why would she be
jealous of me? There were no black girls in
cartoons, they weren’t lauded as pretty in
sitcoms, and they rarely spoke on the news
or on “important stuff.” Instead, they were
lampooned on Jerry Springer and Maury
as bullies, incompetent, bad choice makers,
and rude.
All of this manifested in not feeling like
a real person, not feeling human. Mental
health problems can manifest in poor and
distorted self-image. When recollecting
happenings or memories involving me, as a
child I could not think of my mirror image
self. From five to nine, I imagined myself
as a grotesque stick figure with no nose,
eyes, or mouth: a half-scribble. From ten
to fifteen, I imagined a stock image blonde
white girl. Childhood is imagined to be a
time of innocence and creativity, but those
factors were robbed from me by way of
willfully obtuse attitudes on racism and skin
color in my environment. My childhood,
I believe, was happy, but it was not happy
intact – it was frequently ink-blotted by lack
of innocence. I did not have the privilege of
even viewing myself as myself. Dashed away
were my rights to realizing my full potential
as a child, an arrested development.

II.
It means coming across ways to escape
from racism’s prison, because black folks are
creative and always find ways to survive. My
mind was not completely free, but at least I
could fight back against evil.
Interestingly enough, the sidekick trope
brought me to my weapon of choice. The
entire fifth grade had to complete their
social studies requirements by participating
in a history project entitled “American
Heroes.” Social studies teachers had a list
of 200 individuals that qualified as “heroes,”
and this list was separated by gender. To
maintain that all the most popular choices
weren’t immediately taken, we took raffle
numbers out of a can, and had to wait our

turn depending on the number. In spite
of that condition, all of the popular girls
“happened” to get the earliest numbers.
I got number 67. I was resigned to the
fact that I wouldn’t get any black women as
my heroes. At that age, we were only taught
to remember Rosa Parks, and sometimes
Sojourner Truth. The mixed-race black girl
who tormented me got Rosa Parks, and I
called it quits; I would just randomly pick
off whoever was on the list. “Ida B. WellsBarnett” was available, so I chose her and
resigned myself to a “boring individual.” I
asked my mother to take me to the library
to find books on my subject, and a librarian

shored up at least a dozen books, ranging
from children’s books to academic prose. My
mother had satisfied her parental duties, and
we went home. As a voracious reader, I was
eager to dig and flipped through the pages
of a bigger photo book.
When I came upon the lynching
photographs, my heart sank and I felt
the will to vomit. The graphic content
of the photos was both disturbing and
traumatizing for this ten year old black girl
to process; however, that was the worst part
of viewing the photos. In fact, the worst and
best part was that they, along with WellsBarnett’s struggle, confirmed that I was
neither crazy nor wrong. My experiences, my
gut-feeling, the discomfort and humiliation
in the classroom all precedent. It was
comforting to
know that black
degradation
was not innate
or destiny, but
purposefully
orchestrated
by whites. White people constructed the
inequity and stigmatized blackness. My
dual alienation and isolation, my fuckedup self-image issues, my readiness to defer
all greatness and success to Becky and not
expect anything for myself; all of this was a
construction of whiteness. Therefore, racism
was actually evil, and it could no longer be
disputed to me.
My joy, if we can call it this, was having
the factual proof. My power was that I knew
where to locate the evidence, and eventually
utilize it for my benefit. Of course, this came
slowly; but steadily, I shed the scabs that
frequented my mind. While my parents will
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reflect on my computer usage as detrimental
to my growth and duties as the oldest child
with cleaning responsibilities, the internet
satisfied my need for information that they
were not equipped to give me. Around sixth
and seventh grade, Wikipedia was growing
at a rapid rate, and provided a lot of the
information I was seeking. My interest in
consuming context and information laid the
path to unlearning disempowerment and
learning comfort with myself.

This was not without its missteps,
however; while I was able to confront
my fear of violent white nationalists by
reading up on them, I struggled to move
away from the grasp of desiring white
acceptance. Looking back, this may have
been why my obsession with East Asia,
specifically Japanese and Korean pop
culture was somewhat damaging. Of
course, anime, street fashion, and pop
music were exciting because they allowed
for escape: space opera anime and films
connected me to my fantasies and when
I read about the Cold War space race,
and the bright and colourful Japanese
street fashion, I found a space to imagine
myself outside my parents’ conservative
notions of style/dress. Despite rejecting
Western civilization norms as the ideal,
my idolization of East Asian women was
a result of their characterization by the
Western world as “attractive” in their
technological advancement, fantastical
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stereotypes and capitalist designation
as a “first-world country.” Later in
my teens, I would deconstruct this as
another disruption or illusion warped
by anti-black racism and colourism. I
learned it was a colonial and orientalist
perspective imposed on East Asians:
East Asian men can perform well in
technological advances, but they lack
humanity, compassion, and virility as
men. East Asian women are “cute,” but
it is an infantilized cuteness
rooted in colonialism: conquer
the Madam Butterfly and
make her submissive to the
conqueror. It’s not flattering
to be a “model minority”: it’s
racist and unless deconstructed, gets in
the way of building stronger links within
women of colour solidarity.
This bad self-image would, too, pass,
aided by studying history and the tool of
internet. Migrating from LiveJournal to
tumblr to encounter, for the first time, woke
women of colour who openly and proudly
spoke of their realities and plastered their
images everywhere on their blogs further
empowered me. Selfies and self-narrative
by marginalized groups, especially women
of colour, are denigrated as vain, pompous,
and vapid, but how can the essence be that
if whites never let us see ourselves when
they are in charge? Control over one’s selfimage and its dissemination is power, and
cracked at the childhood belief I had over
my supposed inferiority. I wasn’t ugly, wasn’t
unworthy, and definitely was not average. I
could be somebody; with my weapons and
will, I would be somebody.

III.
It means routinely struggling against evil,
but knowing that it doesn’t define your life.
You find multiple ways to cope instead of
one, narrow way. Maybe you get liberated if
you’re lucky.
I flunked out of college after five
semesters. My mental health, and
subsequent will to live, collapsed. Pursuing
a discipline that was not history made
me incredibly isolated, depressed, and
undignified, and were at odds with my

parents’ expectations of what was possible
within the American Dream framework.
With help from some key allies, and my
father, I entered intensive out-patient,
attended community college, and came back
to my university.
I do not condense that experience
because I believe it is unnecessary or
shameful. Though until recently I tried to
cover up my shame by over-performing
after my return to college. I’ve written a lot
of scholarship essays, and I’ve written a lot
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and beyond average. You must be “twice as
good.” Again, while this is internalized as
good work-ethic and a necessary prerequisite
to success for people of colour, the university
takes advantage of our defense mechanism,
lending itself towards abusing, exploiting,
over-working, and excluding us – through
death or otherwise. Those who work towards
the twice as good mentality are rewarded
as “exceptional,” but in name only: to be
exceptional, gifted, and different is often to
be alone, ridiculed, and weary. We are told
this is part of the journey to be where we
want to be; that this is something we must
stomach and move past because it is part
of “overcoming adversity.” This refusal of
institutional and social support from the
majority is painful, and slowly lose sense
of our worth. “If I cannot satisfy them,
will my accomplishments ever be enough?
Do I even belong here? Am I enough? Do
I have any worth if nobody except those
like me will listen?”

of adversity essays. After being kicked out,
I felt it imperative to prove my worth to
everybody and everyone that I deserved to
be at the university.
This again, as I struggled to learn
in my last three years in college, was
institutional whiteness and racism at play.
Underrepresented students at the university
level in the United States are plagued
with narratives of institutional saviorism,
assimilation, and routine gratitude. The
university preaches that it will deliver us,
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the forgotten and left behind, from all the
–isms in the world once we enter its doors.
Coming from families that internalize this
notion, we naively believe that once in the
university, just going to class, getting good
grades, and being humble is enough. Instead,
we enter an institution that rigs the rules
and does not give us a road map, but a flyer.
Just “being enough” is not enough to
be recognized. As the university believes
that marginalized folks, especially people of
colour, are just “average,” they must go above

I chose to be “ten times as good,” and
it eroded my mental health. I was obsessed
with beating Becky, because I was convinced
(and had good reason to believe) that she
would always be preferred over me unless I
was irrefutably excellent. Besides, I had to
overcome the shame of having “academic
dismissal” trailing on my academic record.
Getting any table scraps meant having to

defeat white mediocrity in the face of white
administrators and baby-boomer dude
professors. My answers were polished, my
prose flawless, and my appearances at brown
bag talks, grad student workshops, and
humanities lecture series events frequent. I
did the things Becky and Jason didn’t think
about doing, and appeared as if I outsmarted
their money. Of course, I went to those
things because I enjoyed my academics and
loved to be in community with other likeminded people, but at least Becky and Jason
had friends their own age off the internet,
and not grown professors that they couldn’t
see outside office hours.
They didn’t have to fundraise for aid
to go study abroad either. But once again
it was within the haystack of evil where
the armor to fight against it lay. My study
abroad semester is Bahia, Brazil was pivotal
in dismantling the unhealthy behaviors in
response to suffering. For the first time,
I was routinely around brown and black
people that were not family
members. The majority of
them were women, and a
significant chunk were black
girls.
I learned that it was
possible not to feel fatigued
or in competition with
anyone, and to breathe. My new-found
friends were not about separating the
learning experience from joy or the right
to explore their surroundings. I didn’t have
to imagine my adult existence as being a
struggle against Becky just to get my foot
through the door. Yes, I should do my
very best, but I didn’t need to overwork
myself to prove a point or get table scraps.
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Furthermore, I was entitled to being
carefree, a boss, and getting what was mine.
I learned from my black and brown crew in
Brazil that I did not have to tolerate what
I did not accept. I didn’t have to play by
racism’s rules.
Upon returning to the United States,
I quickly internalized this mentality. The
constant rehashing of black death at the
hands of police, routine failure of white allies
to defend black lives, and dehumanization
against us in the university enabled me to
reject soul-sucking my way to my goals.
White supremacy rigged the game so Becky
could win, but it became clearer by day
that Becky was not even qualified for the
stuff she was getting nominated. We went
head to head in my honors thesis class, in
conference presentations, and advocacy
work, and, despite her accolades and lines
on the resumes, she knew nothing. I had
more experience than her, knew more than
her, and had more to bring than her; but
I didn’t want to waste my time concerned
about Becky or the system set to celebrate

her. I needed to get out and continue living
my life to my own satisfaction, with my
weapons and my allies.
I am worthy, valuable, and fucking
everything, and truly believe this. I, and
many others, don’t have million-dollar
funded programs to tell us we’re the best
all the time, or an institutional history that
allows the majority to believe in the value
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of our stories from the jump. Why ask for
permission for someone else to recognize
your worth, when you’re all you really need?
When you have that passion, love, and
forgiveness for yourself, you’ll know that you
are enough. You’ll know what you can and
cannot tolerate and when you need to let
things go. You will know that it isn’t worth
stressing yourself out over perfectionism to
make sure your teachers, elders, and mentors
know you’re just as good. You’ll know when
to cut off poisonous relationships, and
realize that bad mentors don’t serve you.
You’ll know what true community is, and
that you don’t have to just survive, but that
you can thrive.
This is what happens when you go
through it. n

Lillie Hochwender
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Lydia Suffield
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There are precisely eighteen days until I turn
eighteen at the time I’m writing this, and
half of me wants to scream with excitement,
and the other half wants to retreat into a
world of bedtime stories and Disney movies
forever. But turning eighteen for me is more
than just leaving behind being unable to
vote or having to wear a school uniform. For
me, turning eighteen also means a change
in the therapy I’ve been receiving for my
struggles with anxiety for nearly four years.
I was fourteen when I was diagnosed
officially with generalized anxiety disorder
and became a patient at CAMHS (Child
and Adolescent Mental Health Services.) I
was referred to CAMHS for CBT therapy
(cognitive behavioural therapy) which later
helped me to deal with both my OCD and
generalized anxiety. It was also through
CAMHS that I was able to focus on the
reasons behind some of my obsessive fears
and later, more useful coping mechanisms to
deal with my depressive episodes than the
many unhealthy ones which littered my days
at the time.
I attended CAMHS therapy sessions
for four years, from the age of fourteen to
eighteen. This meant that my therapists
were there through the changes in my life,
as I discovered more about my own identity
and principles. They were also the people
who first recommended I go on medication,
which was one of the main things that
helped in treating my OCD and depression.
It was also something that challenged some
of my previous assumptions about mental
health medication and the idea that I had to

take control of everything by myself. In fact,
it was, in many ways, my CAMHS sessions
that helped me focus on the problems I had
with control in the first place.
But CAMHS only goes up to the age of
eighteen. Which means that now, after four
years, I’m leaving.
Don’t get me wrong; I’m not being
tossed out onto the street of ill health or
anything like that. We’ve already been given
lists of different services we can contact in
case of emergency and offered resources
for further therapy if needed. After a lot of
consideration, I’ve decided to take a break
from therapy for a while.
While I’m at the stage where I can
function without the weekly therapy I used
to need, it still feels like a big step. For the
past four years, therapy has just been a part
of my life-it feels perfectly natural for my
friends to ask where I am and tell them I’m
at a therapy appointment. They’ve become a
part of my routine, as natural as brushing my
teeth. While I always knew on some level
that one day my therapy would come to an
end, or at least that I’d be attending different
services, it’s like when you’re a kid and you
know you’ll leave primary school one day
in the future-you might know it’s going to
happen but it seems so far away that it’s
vaguely unreal.
But the fact that I’m now leaving
therapy for the forseeable future feels like
turning eighteen-exciting and scary. While
I definitely don’t want to have my mental
health suffer to the point where I’d have
to continue therapy sessions forever (and
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artwork by Jenny Hart

I’ve got no desire to develop a Peter Pan
complex) there’s also the feeling that this
thing I’ve relied on for four years is suddenly
gone-like getting out of bed in the morning
and finding that sometime in the night, your
floor’s disappeared. While you might not
have wanted to keep that floor forever, it’s
still kind of a big adjustment to get used to
walking on nothing. (Or falling. Also not a
good option.)
While I’m proud of the fact that I can
deal with my mental health issues without
consistent support from others, and most of
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me desperately wants to step forward into
ideas of being independent, there’s a strange
feeling of almost missing therapy. On one
level, this is understandable, the same way
I’ll almost inevitably miss being at home
when I move out. It’s something that I’ve
relied on and that’s basically looked after my
mental health for the past several years. It’s
only expected that taking a step into a little
more emotional independence can be nervewracking as well as exciting.
But on another level, there’s also the
feeling that in some way, I’m losing a part of

my identity. Now, let me make something
clear: I am not one of those people who
thinks having a mental illness makes you
a more interesting person. I’m not one of
those people who idealizes, as Bethany puts
it, “the fragile thin white girl who is loved,
not despite of, but because of her mental
illness.” I’m not in any way saying that
mental illness is a fun little personality trait
that enhances your interest to everyone else.
As I ranted about in my first essay for Doll
Hospital, it’s one of my pet peeves.
But therapy has been a part of my life
for such a long time that, understandably,
focusing so much on my mental health
has become a big part of my thinking and
mindset. In fact, attending therapy has been
a big part of my own self-perception. It’s
kind of like leaving school-while I definitely
would not want to remain in school forever,
it will still feel a little strange when I do
finally leave. While I’m looking forward
to figuring things out myself, there’s still a
niggling fear that I won’t be able to rely on
the things I’ve learnt and support myself. A
big part of my anxiety has always been what
my therapists call “tolerance of uncertainty.”
But one of the things I learnt in therapy
was the idea of taking things one day at a
time. If I spend my life worrying about the
future, then I don’t get to enjoy the present.
And so part of what I’ve learnt in therapy, I
now get to utilize in moving on from mental
health services-trusting that I’ll be able to
cope, even if I don’t know how things will
turn out. Because if you don’t move forward,
you’ll be stuck in the same place forever and
aside from all the problems with realising
your potential, living your life, etc., that
would also be really, seriously boring.

I’ll have already turned eighteen by the
time this piece is published. I’ll have left
mental health services. I’ll probably have
finished school. And yeah, I’ll still have
mental health issues but I’ll be managing
them. While I don’t know exactly how
things will turn out with moving on from
therapy, I can manage not knowing for
certain. Maybe not perfectly but I can manage.
Because while it might be scary or difficult or
even kind of sad, moving forward from things
is sometimes the only way to get out of the same
place. And while I might not know exactly what
direction things will go in, at least I can know
that thanks to four years of therapy, I’ve probably
got the tools to handle it. n
1 For those who aren’t in the UK, CAMHS
is basically free mental-health services for
children and young people up until the age
of eighteen, which are provided by the NHS.
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You need to pamper yourself,
especially if you’re “busy”
Sashiko “Wishcandy” Yuen

If you’re having a rough time, listen
to your gut. You don’t need to keep
going. You need to relax. Reducing
stress will help you avoid a whole
slew of health issues. Physical and
mental. It will help you perform
better during your day. You’ll
have more pep in your step, and
by the end of the day you’ll thank
yourself for this.
Take 10 minutes, lie down, close
your eyes. Clear your mind of
everything. Set a timer if you’re
busy, and don’t have much time to
spare. But while you’re in meditation
mode, please don’t think about how
much time you have left.
You don’t owe anyone anything
during this time. Unless the house
catches on fire. Or a serial killer is
in the house about to kill you and
your kid. Unlikely.

Relieving the pressure and taking
a break might help you come up
with an idea.
When you’re anxious, find something
to do. Avoid destructive coping
mechanisms. Paint your nails, read
a book, draw your feelings out,
write, make sure you’re hydrated,
lie on the floor and pay attention
to your breathing.
Make sure you take time for
yourself. If you don’t you will burn
out, crashing, burning, taking all
your loved ones with you. Maybe
not that last part, hahah. But if
you want to last longer, remember
to take a break. It takes longer to
get back from destruction than
it does to maintain your health.
Pamper yourself. You don’t need
to spend money to do it!

Meditation not your thing? Go
for a walk. 15 minutes will do it.
This is perfect when you’re working
on something and feel stuck. Or
for those really restless days. May
seem basic, but I always return
feeling a bit better. Your mind will
wander, skip the music and allow
yourself to think. About whatever.
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Grey Torres
I feel the best when I’m full.
My nipples get hard
and I feel like I just orgasm-ed.
It’s better than sex in the way
it numbs, there’s no way I could get
accidentally triggered while eating.
There’s no trauma behind it.
I can just cruise on a full stomach
and everything lays quiet.
I stopped throwing up because it hurt my teeth
so I’ve gained 30 pounds in 6 months.
I swing between disgusted with my body
and satisfied that I numbed my pain without
killing myself. It’s bittersweet.
After I eat I don’t think about the fact
that she molested me, or how I still
have traces of anger after living with her.
Being here is like reopening a cut.
Healing, interrupted. I feel betrayed.
And I know my mother has felt the same
betrayal at the hands of relatives and “friends”,
and I know that seeing her as a betrayer would kill her.
And when she reaches in for a hug
I don’t know what I’ll feel.
Some days it’s like eating warm bread and I can smile.
Other days memories rise from their coffins,
dragging themselves upwards, slinking towards me.
And I can’t wait for her to let go.
But then there’s. Food.
Food is there.
Welcoming.
Silent.
Filling.
And I can smile for another day or two. n
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by Pippa Ashton
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Awaaz Zine: An Introduction
Asiya Mir
Awaaz is a zine born from a lack of space that provides South Asians the
agency to address issues of mental health, trauma, and abuse within our
community. These subjects are typically regarded as taboo and a source
of shame within our community. As such, there are not many accessible
narratives seeking to remedy generations of pain.
Art-be it writing, illustrations, video, or photography is an undervalued
practice that can provide an accessible, unifying outlet to a diverse group
of individuals. As the new generation of South Asians, it is dire that we
create inclusive, progressive platforms to convey our experiences and in
doing so we hope to not only heal ourselves and each other but our parents,
families, and ancestors.
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Taylor Xochihua
artwork by Dakota Bardy
the bummer part about depression (well,
let’s be honest, it’s all one big bummer)
is the sense of hopelessness. sometimes it
can feel as if you’re getting dragged along,
swept up in something you’re not ready for,
or rooted so deep into the earth you can’t
imagine moving forward. I feel that way
a lot. but sometimes, a little bit of actual
excitement for the future creeps in. these
thoughts are surprising, because it’s startling
to find something you thought you’d lost
for good. I saw these rugs that look like
clusters of moss, and I thought that they
would be perfect in my future home. a
future? sometimes it’s hard to believe that
you’ll have one, but the future is there for
you to take. one day, I will have a future and
a house and I can do whatever I damn well
please with it. I can have hanging mason
jar terrariums, a room dedicated to art, big
bathtubs and a vanity surrounded by vintage
perfume bottles. there are so many things
I still want to learn. I want to learn how to
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embroider dirty words and pretty flowers,
how to use watercolours properly, how to
tell if a plant is edible. I still want to smell so
many candles and perfumes I am too broke
to buy, to taste my father’s posole and my
mom’s molasses cookies, to get those violet
candies that taste like perfume and everyone
hates but me. I want to pet so many dogs
and cats, I want to fall in love. I want to
wear bright pink eyeshadow without looking
like I have a disease. I want to listen to the
music on the radio, to watch the cherry
blossom trees bloom in spring. I want to
make my own lipstick, maybe even my own
skirt, and I want to curate a library full of
books that make me happy. I want to watch
all the episodes of the xfiles, to create a zine,
to meet my heroes, to watch my sister get
her third tattoo. these are the thoughts that
keep me going, even through the rough
patches. there are so many things I still want
to do. I want to create, I want to feel, I want
to love, I want to live.
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DISORDRED EATING

Tara Kergon
Dear eating disorder,
Thank you for making me take my coffee black,
because it keeps me awake to study, and
an espresso is the cheapest drink in Starbucks.
Thank you for showing me who my real friends
are: the ones who didn’t disown me when
I started to struggle.
Thank you for making me spend so long on
my makeup that I can now get ready
in fifteen minutes flat; I guess
practice makes perfect.
Thank you for showing me what my body
is capable of; now I know where
my limits lie.
Thank you for introducing me to people
that make life worth living.
Thank you for teaching me enough about
calories and nutrition that I no longer
fall for the fallacy of each
new diet that comes around. Thank you
for reminding me that I do like
strawberries; in trying to beat you
I have discovered and reclaimed so
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many new and wonderful tastes.
Thank you, in some slightly twisted way,
for removing me from my head
when everything became too much;
it may be unhealthy, but for a time
your outlet served its purpose. And
thank you for reminding me
I really do enjoy exercise: when I am
healthy again I will still love to run.
Thank you for making me stay in and
study; I have some good grades
to show for your dictatorship.
Thank you for finally showing me that
weight truly has no bearing on my
happiness: I was always miserable
with you, however many pounds I lost.
Thank you for showing me life is far
too short to waste my time
on avoiding carbs and hating the body
I was born with.
And now I thank myself, because
I did not let you kill me.
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EMOTIONS, CONTRADICTIONS, AND PINK
A CONVERSATION WITH AMBIVALENTLY YOURS
Interview conducted by Hanna Milner
From the moment I first came across Ambivalently Yours’ work on my
tumblr dashboard, I felt an immediate connection to her striking drawings,
fearless feminism and self-proclaimed ‘boldly undecided’ attitude. What
started as a way to express her own feelings has evolved into a wonderful
and ever-growing collaboration between her and the hundreds of strangers
who share their stories and concerns on her blog. In this interview, AY talks
about mental health, the power of ‘in-between’, and how being cute and
girly is actually totally badass.

HM: So many young women and girls come to you for advice and your
unique drawings. You have written about the fact that you don’t feel
qualified to give advice, and yet there is clearly something about your
answers/drawings that people love. To me, they essentially say: it is okay
to feel how you feel. You never tell anyone not to worry, not to sad, not to
be emotional. And that is so important! Where does this sense of being
proudly unapologetic come from?
AY: I’ve never been very good at hiding my emotions and for the longest
time, I thought it was a really big flaw. Growing up, I was often mocked
and belittled for being too emotional, which caused me a lot of shame
and made me devalue my emotions. It’s also not very “cool” to be publicly
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AY: A few years ago, I was studying feminist art and working in the fashion
industry, which seemed like huge contradictions. At work, I was the feminist
killjoy every time I raised a concern about the sexist undertones in our
campaigns, and in art school I was the fashion girl who many assumed was
duped by the patriarchy just because I liked cute clothes and girly colours. I
felt stuck; I felt like a fraud; I felt completely ambivalent. These conflicting
feelings caused me to re-evaluate how I thought about my identity and about
my feminist convictions. Feminism is about offering women more choices, but
what if I didn’t like the choices that were being offered to me? What if I didn’t
want to choose between feminism and femininity? I agree that society’s views
and the promotion of unattainable feminine ideals are harmful and problematic,
but are women really powerless victims in all of this? Is the complete rejection
of femininity in itself a feminist act, or is there more to it than that? I eventually
decided not to choose, but to embrace the contradictions in my life and remain
actively in-between. This refusal to decide is not about being wishy-washy,
or not having an opinion, but about acknowledging that convictions can be
strong and contradictory at the same time. My commitment to ambivalence is
about learning to ask more questions rather than getting stuck with incomplete
answers. Ambivalently Yours was created in this in-between place.

emotional; “coolness” in itself means being nonchalant and careless, which
are traits that are praised in our society. They are also traits most often
associated with men, whereas being emotional is seen as a female thing.
The more I learned about feminism, the more I realised that all of these
preconceived notions about emotions and about how men and women are
supposed to act are not actually based on facts, but are social constructs
that are both limiting and harmful to anyone who doesn’t fit within their
structure (which is basically everyone). In recent years, I’ve decided to stand
up for my emotions and to stop apologising for them. It’s still a work in
progress, but I’d rather make mistakes and embarrass myself once in a while
than spend my life holding back.
HM: The idea of ambivalence is so central to your work, and to the
answers you give. How has embracing ambivalence affected you and they
way you deal with problems in your own life? When did you realise that
ambivalence is not something to be ashamed of?
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HM: l love the way that you say ‘the next drawing I post is for you’, not only
because it creates a sense of intimacy between the asker and the drawing, but
because it suggests that the drawing is not an answer to their question, but rather
a kind of gift - a unique image that (almost always) takes the asker’s concern
and makes it into something to be proud of. Do you feel that there is something
significant about this relationship between the people who come to you for
advice, and the work you so generously give them in return? Do you feel that you
benefit from this relationship, in terms of your own anxiety and struggles?
AY: I’m not exactly sure why people started asking me for advice, but I think
that part of it has to do with the fact that I was being honest about my own
pain and anxieties on my Tumblr, which made it easier for people to empathise
and share their stories with me. When people started writing to me, I often
couldn’t find the right words to respond with, so I began responding with
drawings. Drawing made it easier to say more while saying less. I don’t see it as
me giving others a gift; I think it’s more of a collaboration or a conversation. I
actually think I get more out of the exchange than the people who write to me.
Not only do their messages give me inspiration and a drive to make art, they
also help me deal with my own anxiety and struggles, because every drawing
I make for someone else is also partially about me. I make work inspired by
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the emotions of others, which are filtered through my own experiences and
perceptions, and transformed into drawings. Then when other people share
these drawings online, the conversation is opened up to others, which creates
more questions, more conversations and less isolation. In my art, I found a place
where I can be braver than I am in real life.

You can see more of
Ambivalently Yours here:
ambivalentlyyours.com
ambivalentlyyours.tumblr.com
twitter.com/AmbivalentlyYou
facebook.com/ambivalentlyyours
instagram.com/ambivalentlyyours

HM: We have to talk about PlNK! Your blog, the paper you use, and most
of the colours you paint with are all pink! The way you have talked about this
on your blog shows that you see pink as badass and strong - do tell us more!
Where did this championing of pink start for you? And how did it come to
represent so much about your work and self?
AY: I’ve always loved pink and I do think it is a pretty badass colour, but many
people strongly disagree with me. I decided to make all my drawings light pink
because people kept telling me not to. The use of pink is actually my rebellion
against everyone who told me that pink was not a powerful colour, or that my
work was too feminine and not confident or strong enough, or that I should use
darker pink or black because they are somehow perceived as stronger colours. I
know that girls are brainwashed from a young age to like pink, and maybe part
of my affection for it is rooted in that, but I disagree that everything associated
with girlhood should be automatically be seen as weak.
HM: Each of your drawings has a quote underneath, from a book, song,
film etc, that somehow relates to its message. Do you collect quotes that you
think may be relevant?
AY: I love quotes and short poems and lyrics, so yes, I do collect them. I have a
document on my computer where I write them down and I try to pair them up
with the drawings I post to add a context and another layer of meaning. Every
drawing I post on my Tumblr is also linked to either the question that inspired it
or another related article or blog post. My work as a whole is a collection of little
moments and emotions that come together and become this bigger thing.That’s
why it’s a blog, because that is what blogs are: a series of fragments that together
become representational of something bigger.
HM: You have talked a bit about depression in one of your answers to
someone, and how feminism has been a sort of ‘therapist’ for you - this is a
very interesting idea, could you please elaborate?
AY: Learning more about feminism helped me realise that a lot of my anxiety
and pain was rooted in forces much bigger than myself. I learned that a lot of my
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feelings were influenced by the fact that I was brought up in a society where women
are constantly made to feel bad about themselves.It also forced me to question what
I’d always seen as truths,and to re-evaluate the importance I placed on certain things.
In other words,feminism gave me the tools I needed to look at the world from a
different point of view and to learn to value myself for who I am instead of wasting
my time obsessing over who I thought I should be.
HM: Finally, imagine that you have submitted a question to Ambivalently
Yours about that thing that’s on your mind today... What would your answer
and drawing be?
AY: I’ve been having a little anxiety lately about my work,and about wanting to make
good work and a lot of work and the more I think about it,the less I work. So if I
weren’t me, and I was trying to give me advice, I would tell me to breathe, to stop
thinking too far ahead, to avoid trying to do everything all at once, to set myself
small goals and take it one day at a time. n
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Valentine Gallardo
from ‘Soft Float’ (Space Face Books, 2015)
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Bollywood heroines and the
spectre of mental illness
Laura N.
artwork by James Gaunt
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My first encounter with Bollywood films
came with a late-night viewing of Sanjay
Leela Bhansali’s ‘Devdas’ (2001) when I
was fourteen. I tuned in midway through
the film, where Kirron Kher’s character
Sumitra stands swearing revenge at
Devdas’s family, thunder illuminating her
silhouette, her voice echoing with the
sound of the booming storm behind her.
Whilst ‘Devdas’ is a film principally about
male suffering, in the form of its titular
character, this suffering impacts directly
upon the two heroines of the film: Paro and
Chandramukhi. It was these women, played
exquisitely by Aishwarya Rai and Madhuri
Dixit respectively, that kept me hooked. And
it is for the heroines of Bollywood that I
keep on watching.
Many people accustomed solely to
‘Western’ cinema cynically point and laugh
at the hyperbole of Bollywood in a knowing
way that can drive me round the bend. With
a smirk people mock the dramatic storylines
and unfamiliar acting styles as if Bollywood
is somehow not ‘real’ cinema. They do this
whilst fetishizing Bollywood’s often-opulent
use of colour, dance, and song, a result of
the systematic Orientalism in modern
cinema. By doing so they (unwillingly or
not) prescribe to the idea that the ‘Western’
cinematic vision is the only legitimate one,
downgrading India’s numerous cinematic
outputs to a collection of laughable tropes.
Yet this ignores two things. It ignores
Bollywood’s lineage from a number of
different theatrical and literary traditions,
from Urdu poetry to Hindi devotional
dance, that have thrived in India and
contributed to Bollywood’s shape and form
as we know it today. It also conveniently

skirts round the fact that Bollywood and
Hollywood have long existed in an (uneven)
dialogue and exchange. Ideas have been
borrowed from both sides, sometimes
even actors (most notably in the form of
Ifran Khan, but who can forget Amitabh
Bachchan’s performance in Baz Luhrmann’s
‘The Great Gatsby’?). Yet whilst Bollywood
has adopted some characteristics of ‘Western’
cinema, many Bollywood films remain
nonetheless culturally distinct. This makes
their viewing an enjoyable, difficult, and
sometimes challenging experience in many
ways. It also allows the medium to articulate
unique messages, with its representations
of mental illness and suffering being a
particularly notable one for us, the audience,
to understand and interpret.
Films like ‘Sahib Bibi Aur Ghulam’
(1962) or ‘Bhool Bhulaiyaa’ (2007) force us
to confront our own internalised vocabularies
about how to describe mental suffering. At
the same time, however, seeing these women
and their ‘madnesses’ depicted on screen also
encourages one – perhaps dangerously – to
imagine there is a global lexicon of madness
that transcends time, space, and place.
Something feels amiss in this strategy I
adopt, a fear grounded in long periods of
self-questioning I have gone through as a
‘Western’ consumer of Bollywood. There is
a thin line to tread between enjoying these
films and the risk of projecting yourself
onto the screen, as a kind of colonisation
or appropriation of a cultural experience
I could never hope to fully understand.
The films looked at here are instances
of the gendered, historical, and national
dimensions of mental illness I have glimpsed
through my own viewing experiences.
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There’s a scene at the crescendo of the
Bollywood ghost film ‘Bhool Bhulaiyaa’
(‘The Maze’, 2007) where the character
of Avni, played by Vidya Balan, becomes
possessed by the spirit of a deceased court
dancer named Manjulika. She twirls around
a deserted mansion, eyeliner strewn across
her face, with a look of wide-eyed vacancy
and eerie laughter. The song ends abruptly
as Shahshidar, Manjulika’s love and fellow
court dancer, is killed by the jealous king
Vidhuti Narayan. Bright red blood makes
a gash across Manjulika’s face, and Avni
screams, weeping and clawing at her face.
‘Bhool Bhulaiyaa’ is just one Bollywood
films of many (although
originally based on the
1993 Malayalam film,
‘Manichitrathazhu’,
‘The Ornate Lock’)
that contends with
issues of madness,
ghosts, women,
and space. This
has a long
history, kicking
off most notably
with a young
and powerful
sixteen-year-old
Madhuballa in
‘Mahal’ (1949) as
the tragic ghost of
a lover haunting
the palatial home
of the protagonist.
In Indian
cinema, these kind
of spaces – often
mansions under
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the threat of decay from the inevitable
march to a rational postcolonial state – are
haunted by women, women who are in
many ways representative of India itself. In
a country where the domestic sphere is of
such importance and symbolic potency, it
seems natural for expressions of national
malaise to find its vehicle through women.
There is a long tradition in Indian films
in focussing on the decline of the Zamindari
system (where Indian aristocrats owned
large areas of land, and were landlords for
those who lived there), of the inevitable
progress of modernity, and in these films
the Zamindar’s mansion functions as its
own character. Women exist in these spaces,
often liminally, with limited mobility:
they are peered at only through
cracks in the window,
or through secret
passageways.
In ‘Sahib Bibi Aur
Ghulam’ (1962) we
open powerfully on
the excavation of a
Zamindar mansion,
and through
the character of
Bhoothnath (played
by Guru Dutt)
we see the ruins
brought to life. It
is also through
him that we meet
Chhoti Bahu
(Meena Kumari),
the Zamindar’s
wife, whose bones
remain lost in
the ruins of the

mansion (which Bhoothnath is trying to
locate and excavate). Her body is therefore
intertwined with the mansion, with a
previous and lost way of life. She can never
escape this space, existing in purdah (a social
and cultural practice of gender seclusion),
but her lonely voice and the songs she
sings is what characterises the space for
Bhoothnath- she is ubiquitous but invisible.
Chhoti Bahu is desperate for human
company, for intellectual and sexual contact,
for motherhood, and principally to fulfil
the role of wife to her uncaring and brutish
husband (played by Rehman) who spends
his nights drinking in the company of
courtesans. She ends up drinking with her
husband in order to be with him, descending
into alcoholism and, eventually, death. We
see her transform in the film as the dual
pressures of what she imagines marriage
should be, and what her marriage actually
is, into a victim of what happens when
tradition is transgressed.
Another film from this period, starring
one of the other ‘greats’ of the Golden
Era of Bollywood also deals with the twin
themes of impending ‘Westernisation’ and
womanhood. In ‘Babul’ (‘Father’s House’,
1950) Nargis plays Bela, a wholesome,
spirited but poor country girl who suffers
a crisis when she realises that the object of
her affections – a learned and bourgeois
postmaster named Ashok (played by
Dilip Kumar) – is instead in love with the
aristocratic and ‘Westernised’ Usha (played
by Munawar Sultana). It’s a remarkably
nuanced film, with well fleshed-out women,
critiquing many aspects of marriage culture
and capitalism, and emerges as a sensitive
study that shows both the positives and

negatives of traditional rural Indian culture
and upper-class, ‘Westernised’ Indian lives.
It ends in tragedy, and the viewer is not
quite sure who to blame.
There is the feeling that these
characters- Bela in particular – are victims
of their society, unknowingly carried
away by expectations of, in Bela’s case, the
performance of a specific gender role: that
of the loving wife. We watch as her mental
health disintegrates as she begins to focus
exclusively on the idea of loving, marrying,
and serving Ashok – or rather the idea of
a better life in the form of an educated,
kind, and higher caste man. She indulges in
little play fantasies from the start, dreaming
of betrothal and the joys of married life,
but these hopes are crushed (unknowingly
by Ashok) again and again. Soon Bela
becomes less a fresh-faced symbol of pure
and innocent Indian rurality and more a
haunting spectre showing the psychological
scars left by the knowledge that she is poor
and has no dowry, that the ‘Westernised’
woman in the form of Usha has been chosen
over her despite her doing everything ‘right’
to fulfil her fantasy. She tries desperately to
make herself over in a ‘Western’ image to no
avail, but her obsession does not waver. In
the end ‘Babul’ becomes less a love story and
crosses over into horror movie territory: Bela
is haunted by a spectre in her dreams in the
form of Death who has come to wed her,
and as she lies on her death bed, the doors
fling open to reveal a horrifying demon to
take her away to her wedding.
Other films have critiqued the suffering
caused by patriarchy and sexualisation, such
as ‘Umrao Jaan’ (1981) or, more recently,
‘The Dirty Picture’ (2011) and ‘Heroine’
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(2012). The latter two are open challenges
to the sexual double standards seen to
characterise the Indian film industry, and are
remarkable pieces of self-critical reflection as
many Bollywood actresses become more and
more vocal about what they see as the overt
sexism characterising the film industry and
Indian society more generally.
In ‘The Dirty Picture’, Balan plays
the character of Silk, a role based largely
on the life of the Southern Indian Item
Girl Silk Smitha (“Item Girl” being the
term given to actresses who appear in big
song-and-dance numbers in films which,
despite often being unrelated to the films’
wider plot, can generate a lot of publicity
based on the Item Girls’ star-power), who
ended her life in 1996 after a series of
personal and professional difficulties. In ‘The
Dirty Picture’, her suicide functions as an
indictment of the ways in which the male
gaze both reveres and brutalises cinematic
sex sirens, with the ending scenes of the film
bringing to our attention the psychologically
alienating effects of objectification. Likewise,
in ‘Heroine’, Kareena Kapoor plays an
actress who has to navigate her way through
a cutthroat industry that, again, values her
solely for her (sexualised) body whilst she
struggles with bipolar disorder.
The tradition has long been, however,
to describe and show suffering in more
existential ways for Bollywood heroines.
Obviously this is in part a sign of the times,
post-independence India saw a complex
relationship with establishing a confidently
Indian and postcolonial womanhood,
one that distanced itself from the British
Empire. The legacies of the Raj, and the
often damaging ways in which it deployed
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psychiatry and biomedicine more generally
as a means of control is obvious here, too.
Reliable figures detailing the rates
of mental illness in India are somewhat
tricky to find. There is a general consensus,
however, that more needs to be done to
address care for the mentally ill. A 2014
Times of India article highlights the key
problems as a lack of trained psychiatrists,
poor infrastructure, and stigma. According
to a document prepared by University
College London’s ‘Cultural Consultation
Service’, there is only one psychiatrist
per 400,000 people in India. They cite
a number of important issues ranging
from caste discrimination, agricultural
poverty, and homelessness as contributing
to mental health problems in India.
The document notes in particular the
need for a characteristically ‘Indian’ way
of addressing mental health suffering,
warning against ‘Western’ psychiatry and
its promotion of “global solutions” that
“edits out local forms of suffering” .
The psychiatrist Dinesh Bhugra has
examined around fifty Bollywood films
that depict characters with a mental
illness from c.1950-2000 and divides
India’s history in this period into three
distinct stages that describe the ways
in which mental illness is depicted on
screen – ‘romanticism’, ‘villainy’, and ‘new
romanticism’. However Bhugra’s study
only focuses on films whereby a mental
illness is explicitly named- that is, an
illness present in the Diagnostic and
Statistical Manual (DSM). I’m interested
in exploring the limits of mental illness
beyond the boundaries of ‘Western’
psychiatry in Bollywood films.

I would suggest that mental illness in
Bollywood films – depending on how we
define ‘mental illness’, perhaps a better term
would be ‘mental anguish’ – has often been
presented in existential and subtle ways.
The films I’ve discussed here do sometimes
refer explicitly to the types of mental illness,
such as bipolar, defined by the DSM. But
they also say something about the way in
which we all struggle to define and articulate
languages of suffering – in this case, a
specific gendered suffering—beyond the
realms of formal diagnoses.
The instability at the core of these
women’s emotional lives are translated
through a Gothic lens, where ghosts,
spectres, and empty spaces are replete and
charged with suffering. Bollywood still often
relies on these older strategies in order to
convey the suffering that is often positioned
at the very heart of Indian womanhood.
An endless amount of work has been
written on the cultural dimensions of mental
health that dislodge older ideas of states
of mental distress as objective, universal
constants. But as our world grows closer, as Netflix begins to screen more and more
films outside of the ‘Western’ canon for
example - further responses and reflections
need to be made about the cultural learning
gap that falls between the depressed British
fourteen-year-old watching films blearyeyed at 1am and the Bollywood heroines she
sees on screen. n
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Holding Galaxies
Erin Geary

This world is mine
so why am I still spinning?
rotating aimlessly like a young ballerina
wondering where I’ll land and
if I’ll land firmly
pivot and pirouette
pivot and pirouette
pivot and pirouette
my hands are too shaky to
hold galaxies
artwork by Lillie Hochwender
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anxiety | Panic attacks
Inertia is a Property of Mental Illness
Gabbie Slaughter
photographs by Julia Feige

As punishment for insulting the gods,
Sisyphus was doomed to an eternity of
rolling a massive boulder up a steep hill,
only for it to fall all the way back down
just before he reached the top, over and
over again.
His fate, to labor endlessly towards
no accomplishment or reward, is one
of the most well-known and referenced
Greek myths. Perhaps this is because it is
impossible for us as humans to imagine
exerting effort when we have nothing to
gain from it. We remember and fear his
punishment because we hate to struggle
in vain; we fear our effort, our existence,
being useless.
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But what happens when we do meet
a Sisyphean fate? What happens when
our muscles are aching with the effort
of pushing against that boulder, our lips
moving in a frantic prayer that this time
we’ll make it? What happens when we are
at the top, watching that boulder roll down,
knowing we will have to again strain against
it, hold our palms up to meet it? And, worst,
what happens when our hands are shaking
too much for us to even begin to try?
I began therapy the summer before I
started college. I had been having panic
attacks for almost a year and, not wanting
the attacks to ruin my time at school, I
tried to cure them with a few one-hour
sessions with polite middle-aged women.
But by the time I traveled to Oregon, all
that had changed was a prescription for
anti-anxiety medication and an increased
awareness of any tightness in my chest.
Over the next four years I made important
and significant breakthroughs in and out of
therapy, conquered my major phobia for one
month before quickly being re-traumatized,

acquired new phobias, clawed my way
through depressive episodes, and slowly,
agonizingly realized that I would never have
a “normal” brain again.
I grew accustomed to my anxiety and,
thanks to the unusually open atmosphere
around mental illness at Reed College
(“We’re all mad here” was a popular quip),
was able to talk about it frankly with friends
and therapists alike. But I still struggled
with it. I resented my panic every time I
could have gone out with friends but didn’t
because I might have been triggered. I
resented it every time I had to shrug off
how triggered I got from smelling weed as a
bizarre (“yes, really, I know it sucks”) allergy
to THC, because it was too exhausting to
otherwise explain why someone couldn’t
smoke around me. I spent a lot of time
alone in bed, flicking through photos of
my friends and the good times they had
without me because I had chosen to stay
safe, to breathe easy.
Of course I have wished for a life
without anxiety. I have desperately hoped to
one day wake up with a calmer heart, a more
rational brain, a bigger sense of adventure
and a much smaller capacity for imagining
terrifying “what if ?” scenarios. But what I
wish for the most, what I truly fantasize
about, is momentum. I fantasize about one
day being seized by a need to do, to create,
and then, incredibly, I actually do, I actually
create. I dream that I am no longer limited
to the ideas that swirl in my brain, blowing
around like so many seeds from a dandelion.

Instead, the seeds take root and they grow,
and grow, and grow, and like weeds they
choke out the anxiety and fears that have for
too long greedily hoarded my energy. My
wildest want is to have a creative momentum
that keeps building and never stops.
For some people, anxiety takes the shape
of an obsessive attention to detail. These
are the people who begin a paper the day it
is assigned so that they have enough time
to make it perfect, and who would never
cease agonizing over its quality if it weren’t
for deadlines that forced them to stop.
Their momentum, their hands, will roll that
boulder up each and every time, watch it
tumble away, and resolve to push harder the
next time. On the other side of that coin is
my anxiety, which manifests as a constant
internal dialogue that tells me I will never
make anything perfect, so why even bother
trying? For me, deadlines are the only things
that motivate me to begin a paper at all,
and many of the things I manage to start
are abandoned because the anxiety gets too
loud. My hands are full of scraps I pick up
and put down again because momentum is
a concept as foreign to me as going a day
without checking my heart rate. My anxiety
weighs me down so much that just to move
at a crawl requires so much effort that I tend
to stop myself before I even start. I stare
at the boulder, willing my arms to move,
pleading with my legs to stand.
Of course my mind excels at staying
stubbornly at rest, but it is never good at
staying in motion unless I am on the verge,
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or in the throes of a panic attack. Never
does a mind move faster and with more
force than when your heart is painfully
clanging against your chest and your fingers
feel how television static sounds. If, out
of nowhere, my mind decides to focus on
my breathing, it is the most laser-precise
focus possible, because my lungs need to
capture that elusive good breath. The one
that feels like my lungs are unfurling with
the glory of oxygen. The one that makes
my breathing shallow with panic until it
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comes to me, soothing me only for as long
as it takes to exhale.
There is no such thing as “the hustle”
when you are television static and fuzzy
with fear. You cannot fathom productivity
when the pixels and particles of your being
are rearranging themselves into the same
terrified patterns over and over again, and
every alarm in your body is going off. After
so many years of this, I can observe myself,
bored with the repetition, while my body
prepares for yet another invisible threat. It

is exhausting for adrenaline to be coursing
through your body while you remain still,
rigid, crouched to spring away from an
attack that never comes.
A therapist once told me that people
with panic disorders are the smartest
people in the world, because what they
fear is literally fear itself. He confided that
he had specialized in anxiety disorders
because they were the most physical and
most straightforward mental illness to
treat. “It’s just adrenaline,” he said. “Your
body produces adrenaline at inappropriate
times, and you just have to learn to ignore
it.” This was incredible to me, and for a few
years it honestly helped to repeat to myself
during panic attacks, “watch the clock for
ten minutes. It’s just ten minutes of thinking
you’re going to die. But you won’t. Just nine
more minutes. Breathe.”
I don’t get panic attacks nearly as
often as I used to, and they don’t last as
long now, either. I can often talk myself
down from one and in case I can’t, I have
new medication that forces my body to
soften within five minutes. Xanax works
wonders for relaxing my tensed muscles,
clenched teeth, and balled-up fists. But
my diminished fear of panic has allowed
me to see the bigger, slower anxiety that
moves through my body less like lightning
and more like fog. This anxiety generally
leaves my heart and lungs alone. Instead, it
is content to curl around my brain, keeping
all of the negative thoughts, self-doubt,
and irrational worries in, and all of the
motivation, positivity, and confidence out. It
is so much more difficult to breathe through
a mantra of “you will fail, you will fail” than
one of “you will die, you will die.” I have never

died from a panic attack, but I can tell you
every single time that I have felt like a failure.
There is a popular organizational
strategy that uses rocks as a metaphor for
your responsibilities. Your life is a jar and
first you fill it with big rocks; these are your
big responsibilities. Then you fill it in even
more with little rocks; these are your smaller
responsibilities. Finally, you suffocate the
remaining pockets of yourself with sand
because there are a hundred million little
tasks in each day that will wear down your
teeth and get stuck in your throat if you
don’t learn to prioritize. When you have
fog in your brain, you’re looking at the big
rock labelled “get out of bed” and wondering
why it isn’t a small grain like everybody
else’s. You can’t even get to the big rocks
like “paper due” and “doctor’s appointment”
because you have this one boulder in your
way. You tell yourself to get going but the
fog is telling you it will just roll back down
and you’re frozen. You’re not panicked yet,
but you’re not moving, either. “Breathe” used
to be enough of a mantra for me. I could do
it while standing still, while just trying to get
the feeling back in my fingers. Now, I have a
new mantra, one I use to steady my shaking
hands. “Push.” n
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Happiness. I was pregnant in a patch-work
dress and the day shivered yellow as if I was
concealing a secret that could unravel an entire
ﬁeld of grass stars. I was faultless.

When I glued the cat’s paws to the ﬂoor
it wasn’t out of spite for its constant yowl,
its pathetic heat. I just couldn’t be another
post to rub against, another ﬁxture in these rooms.

Then I burst and we fell into these stuck places.
I read and read but speaking came hard when
walls were the only texture and people’s voices
forgot to remind me I was something other
than a charcoal-etched list, a tender honey-do.

Dr. Sanity says my sadness can be bright.
The way berries plump under the burnt crust.
They swell and glisten. He says there’s a little
pill that can make the world go from harried
and dumb to air-crisped and ﬂoaty.

An udder. The baby coos cuteness and need.
We dance by the night window until she
forgets to cry. I whisper the kinds of sadness
splayed in the news and she sleeps.

A full bottle could make me kind.

If I never set her down, her dreams will
prepare her for this world, how to always
ﬂourish in motion. How to crave lightness,
death. I am busy being her cradle.

I light the stove and crave its warmth,
its thick lullaby that swims and swims
and swallows my lungs. n

Megan Merchant
Artwork by Robbie Bolluyt
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Eline Van den Broeck
artwork by Elron Deluxe
Ghosts have been haunting me. My own
ghosts sit on my shoulders, merging in and
out of me; we slip out of consciousness
together.
My ghost-friends and ghost-self are
naturally drawn towards the ghostly stories;
movies, theatre, novels.... In them ghosts
are part of the living haunted and ask: why
have you forgotten me, why have you repressed
me? They bring us terror until they are again
remembered and past, present and future
isn’t clearly separated and defined; it cannot
be forgotten, it’s one and the same. Ghosts
are the repression & the resurfacing of
traumatic memories
I’ve started to identify as a ghost. It was
as if, just suddenly, my material form was
fading. And I thought: am I disappearing?
Where did I go? What will happen to me?
I wanted to disappear. My shoulder
ghosts were stamping their ectoplasm feet
and kicked pain into my flesh, bones, and
tendons. Throughout, throughin. All over.
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Like a pupa I needed to shed my exuvia
shell. But shedding it would leave a ghost
behind, not cause a transformation into a
more sublime imago. No, I’d be nothing. A
ghost. A cluster of energy of what I used to
be. And it hovers over me, closely, saying:
“Why did you leave me?”
In so many ways I feel like a ghost. I’ve
had to exhume parts of me willingly and
unwillingly, for life, for sanity, for school,
for money, for others? It often seems my
anxiety are my past selves haunting me, truly
terrorizing my body to get back into me.
But there is no more space; I am filled to the
brim with anxiety, consumed by all-numbing
nothingness.
I’d felt so empty that empty cannot
describe it.

My therapist asked me how I felt and I
said: “Nothing.”
“But what is this nothing?”
“Just: nothing.”
”Where is this nothing?”
“Everywhere inside and all around me.”
“But nothing does not exist.”
“I don’t believe that, it’s beyond the
borders of space probably. After death? But
definitely inside of me.”
Some silence later she said, “Let me give
you an assignment. When you come back
on our next appointment I want you to draw
what this nothing is.”
“But that’s impossible. I’d have to give
you nothing. Even if I gave you a blank
paper I’d have given you a blank paper. If
I gave you a bag filled with air, you would
know it is a bag filled with air, which is
definitely not nothing. And if I give you
nothing, it would have given you an act of
giving. What’s inside of me is nothing at all.”
Nothingness is both soothing and
terrifying. Soothing because maybe the void
will eat me completely and there would be
no more ‘I’ to speak of. Terrifying because
there’s that one last little restraint to not
enter that void: my ghost is pulling me back
and telling me I need to face my exhumed
traumas. “ACKNOWLEDGE ME!” The
ghost doesn’t speak but vibrates its meaning
throughout my skin and bones.
And ghost-past-self, you have terrified
me so much. But I cannot be an empty shell
of myself, walking so lightly I am almost
not in a room anymore, being so quiet,
navigating through the empty spaces in my
head. I want to merge again, bad and good
with my old selves, because this is not me
anymore. I refuse it to be. n
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The Lost Boys of
Our Prison System
Alex Cavendish
As 2015 began the thought suddenly
hit me that this is the first New Year that
has started without me either being in
prison – or facing the possibility of trial,
conviction and incarceration – since 1st
January 2010. All in all, it has been a
long five years. However, I still consider
myself very fortunate when I think about
the situations of so many people that I’ve
met during my time in prison.
You do encounter all sorts of folk in
the slammer, including many who have
serious mental health problems and the
elderly, but it’s often the youngest cons
who tend to stick in the mind. Some of
them look far too young to be banged
up in an adult jail. A few seem like they
should still be in school doing GCSEs
rather than in a Cat-B local nick doing
porridge, yet there they are, wandering
along the landings at the age of 18.
You tend to meet these lads in CatBs simply because they are usually being
held on remand awaiting trial often on
serious charges, although not always.
Sometimes its because they have already
been convicted but are being assessed
before transfer to Young Offender
Institutions (YOIs). Anyone aged under
21 is officially considered to be a Young
Prisoner (YP) and they aren’t supposed
to share cells with adult cons – anyone
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aged over 21 – yet they can still spend
months trying to survive on the wings of
adult establishments which really don’t
have the staff or the resources to look
after them safely.
In some cases they are living with
severe mental illness, while others are
desperately immature even for teenagers.
For many, prison is just the latest stage in
a wretched journey from dysfunctional
or abusive home lives, institutional care
or the Youth Justice system. As a relative
newcomer to the world of prison myself,
I was astonished to find that these kids
– because that is what most of them still
are – can be banged up with much older
adults while on remand or prior to being
transferred to a YOI.
When you first see these YPs being
led by a screw on to an adult wing fresh
from Reception, you wonder just how
they will survive. Sadly, a few don’t,
but even those who do can’t fail to be
scarred by their experiences among adult
inmates.
As an Insider (peer mentor) in a large
– and very overcrowded – Cat-B local nick,
I was once asked by a fellow con to go
and have a chat with a newly arrived YP.
“I think he’s going to have problems,” was
what he told me. Nothing prepared me for
what I found when I knocked on the door
of this lad’s cell on the Twos (first floor
landing).
The boy – let’s call him ‘Sam’ (not his
real name) – was sitting on the bottom
bunk sobbing his heart out. He was 5ft

4”, skinny as a rake and looked about 14,
although in fact he had just turned 18. I
doubted that he had ever shaved in his life
– or had needed to – and I was easily old
enough to be his dad.
Down in the Reception stores they
hadn’t been able to find him small enough
prison gear to properly fit his slight frame.
He was dressed in oversized grey prison
joggers that he had to hold up when he
walked and a light blue t-shirt that fitted
him like a sack.
When I came into his pad (cell) and
he saw that I wasn’t a screw in uniform
he cowered into the corner, shaking with
fear for reasons that became very clear
a little later on. He obviously thought
that I had come to do him harm of
some kind. It took time and patience
to convince him that although I was a
fellow con, I had an official role as an
Insider who might be able to help him
through his time on remand at the nick.
In between bouts of tears it became
clear that all he really wanted to do was
to find a relatively painless way to kill
himself. He was so terrified that the
idea of dying seemed to be the only way
he could cope with the reality of being
locked up with 170 much older blokes,
some of whom could easily have eaten
him for breakfast.
He was also distressed because the
Reception screws had taken all his own
clothing – including his trainers. Although
prisoners on remand are entitled to wear
their own clothes, this particular nick

routinely ignored the rules.
Sam had found the initial strip search
when he arrived to be deeply traumatic,
again for reasons that became clear in
due course, and he really wanted his own
trainers back. Instead he had been given
a pair of prison ‘Ranby Reeboks’ – gray
canvas deck shoes with white rubber soles
and velcro fasteners. It emerged that the
main reason he wanted his trainers back
was so he could tie the laces together
to make a ligature with which to hang
himself from the end of his bunk – the
only way he could see out of his terrifying
predicament at that moment.
At one point he even asked me
whether I thought hanging would “hurt
much”... a question posed with the wideeyed innocence of a much younger child. I
must admit that I had such a lump in my
own throat that I felt like bursting into
tears alongside him.
I’d been in prison long enough to be
able to distinguish between real distress
and new cons who were mere attentionseekers (and there are more than a few
of these in any nick). In my view Sam
was extremely vulnerable and at real
risk of self-harm, perhaps even suicide.
I spent most of the afternoon trying to
calm him down and convince him that
killing himself wasn’t his only option.
The problem was that not only did he
look about 14, he was so immature that
he was functioning at the level of a child
even younger than that.
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A couple of months earlier, at the
same prison and on the same wing,
a severely depressed 21-year old on
remand had actually committed suicide
while on the highly punitive Basic
regime. His death had had such an
impact on those who knew him that
none of us wanted another suicide, so
there was a genuinely heightened sense
of looking out for the more vulnerable
prisoners in our midst.
That’s not to say that there weren’t
plenty of low-life hyenas around
who would have homed-in on such
a vulnerable kid and stripped him of
everything he had, which wasn’t much to
start with, including his food. However,
at that particular moment the ex-armed
services veterans on the wing had the
upper hand and we were doing our best,
amid widespread staff indifference, to
avoid any more tragedies.
Following the previous suicide on
the wing, we had pretty much given up
on the official ‘Safer Custody’ system –
headed by an incompetent, and often
inebriated, custodial manager – since she
seemed far more interested in covering
her own backside than actually reducing
the risk of further suicides. In fact, when
she decided to hold a wing meeting in
the aftermath of the latest death on her
watch, she made the mistake of asking
if anyone had anything to say and one
of the braver lads shouted down from
an upper landing: “You have blood on
your hands!” He was a lone voice, but he
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spoke for the majority of us.
Our own informal network, which
included liaison with other inmate
support groups – such as the Samaritantrained Listeners - as well as with the
Chaplaincy team, probably did more to
avert further suicides than any amount
of bureaucratic so-called ‘Safer Custody’
meetings. We decided that Sam was
not about to become the latest statistic
at what even the HM Inspectorate
of Prisons had condemned as an
establishment in crisis.
So a small group of us provided
support and protection. As the days
went by, I got to know Sam better. If
I had set out to write a classic British
horror story, I could not have invented
Sam’s life history. His violent drunk
of a father started beating and raping
him at the age of five. All his siblings,
male and female, experienced the same
sort of horrific violations and this went
on for years, right under the noses of
social services to whom the family
was well-known. This young kid had
experienced depths of misery and adult
depravity that would break the heart
of anyone with an ounce of empathy or
compassion for others.
Even though Sam’s father is now
serving a life sentence in jail for the
crimes he committed against his own
children, this hadn’t relieved the hurt or
damage his son continues to live with
every day of his life. The fact that he
had been ‘self-medicating’ with drugs

and alcohol throughout most of his
teenage years in an effort to cope with
the memories of his terrible childhood
hardly came as a surprise, nor did his
tendency to lash out in fear and anger
at others when under their influence –
hence his being remanded in custody
after a serious assault.
Once he’d shared some details of his
history, it made sense why being forced to
strip naked in front of the male Reception
screws had been so traumatic for him
– and why he feared that every con he
encountered would only want to abuse or
exploit him. Sam had never really been
able to trust any adult male before, so it’s
ironic that he only found people he could
open up to inside the nick.
I’d like to write here that when he
went to court Sam was treated leniently
and received the professional help he
very obviously needed. Sadly, he was
handed down a hefty prison sentence
and was eventually transferred from the
adult jail to a YOI. Who knows whether
he is getting treatment that will assist
him to turn his life around? I hope he
is, but to be honest, I fear the worst
especially after reading recent highly
critical reports on some of our YOIs
issued by HM Inspectorate of Prisons.
These seem to be even more of a jungle
environment where the strong fight to
survive than most of our adult nicks.
Our prison system is often simply a
warehouse for deeply damaged kids and
severely traumatised young people like

Sam. I’ve come across them on Cat-B
local wings, as well as after they have
turned 21 and have been transferred
from YOIs to the adult prison system.
A fair few of them arrive with a serious
drug habit, even if they didn’t have
one when they were sent down. Many
have complex needs that aren’t being
addressed by simply banging them up
in a tiny concrete box behind a heavy
steel door and then hoping that they
won’t self-harm or kill themselves in
their depression and despair – thus
contributing to what Chris Grayling,
the current Minister of Justice in the
UK, has shamefully described as a recent
“blip” in the suicide statistics.
Perhaps Sam was lucky that he
found a few older inmates who were
willing to let him speak about his
problems while also looking out for him
and keeping the hyenas and predators
– of all sorts – at bay while he was
living among us: a young, vulnerable
and frightened kid on a jail wing full of
adult men. He could easily have become
just another statistic in the shamefully
long list of people who have committed
suicide in our increasingly overcrowded
and understaffed prisons. n
Check out more of Alex Cavendish’s
writing on the UK prison system at
prisonuk.blogspot.co.uk
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MORE LIKE HER
Ashton Kessler

Even now I can’t really explain why I was
so attracted to him. He was the first guy
who ever really seemed interested in me.
I had only had one boyfriend, and was
still unexperienced in relationships. My
Mom would only ever say, “Guys only
want one thing” and leave it at that. I
knew what they wanted, I had given it
to my boyfriend. I felt guilty and shameful for having lost my virginity to him.
I swore to myself that I would abstain
from sex until I got married.
But it was exciting to think that a man
was interested in me. We flirted at work
and over text messages. I snuck out of
my house late one night, and spent the
night with him. He told me about a girl
that he had dated once who broke up
with him because she wasn’t ready for
a relationship. All I wanted to do was
prove to him that I was worth it, and
that I would do anything that he wanted.
I slept with him that night, thinking
that he would see that as a sign of how
committed I was to him.

We had a few conversations, but mostly
didn’t talk afterward. He had gotten what
he wanted, and then left me behind. I
had nothing left to show for it. It was
the first time that someone had hurt
me so brutally and meant it. It wasn’t
a mistake. He had done it and didn’t
care. I had never experienced that kind
of cruelty before. It shook me to my
core, and I spent the next few weeks in
a depression.
I look back on that girl and feel so sad for
her. She didn’t know that she deserved
better, that she should never have accepted that kind of treatment. I fell in
love shortly after that summer, with
someone who was worthy of everything
I had to give. But I still remember how
it felt to be that young girl who was
so desperate to be loved. In a way, I’m
thankful for that experience. Even if it’s
a cliché,it’s my own. n

Rebecca Katz
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Leanne Matthews
artwork by Margaret Anne
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Before my diagnosis, I wanted
to be a scientist, a classicist,
a librarian—a studier of the
world in all its respects. I was
downright smug about it.
The American mental health
system does not facilitate
studying the world in all
its glory, let me tell you.

I’ll be on something else soon.
I can hardly pay for food, and
can’t pay for rent at all because
I’m too mentally ill to work. I
tried. Didn’t work out any of the
three times. It turns out manic
depression isn’t conductive to
a healthy work environment.

Bipolar. Such a dirty word.
Depression is acceptable as
long as you aren’t bipolar.
You might be “weak” to
passerby, but not “insane”
or “psychotic.” Add mania
in and people lose their
shit. My whole life I was a
lazy motherfucker, a crazy
motherfucker. I was never a
sick bastard who just needed
some meds and a shoulder
to cry on.

The first thing Dr. A put
me on was Lamictal. The
morning after my first
dose, I felt the Lamictal
working its way through
me killing all my dreams
and pretensions. ‘No no’,
it said. This would not
be allowed.
Let’s just say Lamictal
and I did not work out.
You can guess why.
Next came the Depakote
and Latuda. Sure I was stiff
as a board and couldn’t
move from bed but at least
I wasn’t suicidal, right? “You
look so well” said those too
polite for their own good. “You
look like shit but worse” said
my boyfriend with an honesty
worth clinging to.
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What if I didn’t have insurance?
I’d be fucking homeless because
SSI is too hard to get when you’re
just a kid with no parents and no
work experience. You can disclose
your illness, sure. Maybe you’ll get
accommodations, but not me. I’ll
get fired. Thanks Obama.

Who knew? I’m one of the
lucky ones. The government
buys my $800 pill bottle, and
Uncle Sam will probably buy
another one soon too.
Thanks Obama.

But when you’re poor and
manic and depressive who
gives a damn what you think
or feel or want? Who cares
if you wanted to become a
scientist and a classicist and
a librarian? That’s too good
for you now. Now lying in
bed all day, a dull shell too tired
to read a stupid comic book, is
good enough for you.
Happy? No? I’ll write you
something else up. n
Flora L
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You cried today.
Great sobbing, heaving tears.
You hoped for some fucking catharsis.
All you got was a shaking in your body
Paired with that numbness in your head.
It’s a two for one deal on days like this.
They slip it in your shopping basketScan it through,
And when you say you don’t want it
They give you a voucher.
Twenty milligrams. Once a day.
Might as well you say.
‘Review us on our website’
printed at the bottom.
First month. Hallelujah.
Stars are shining and the gnawing
bedbugs are gone.
You sleep eight hours straight.
‘Five stars’ you type. I see the light.
Look in your shopping basket the next time.
Clinging to the plastic, it shudders.
So do you.
You say, ‘I thought it went.’

They say, ‘Have another voucher at our expense.
We just need your pin number please.’
Daddy will take care of that.
Guilt is on special offer today.
Well climb in. There’s room for everyone.
Trudge home.
Three star review.
‘It’s not quite the same anymore.
What’s your refund policy?’
They smile, hand you another one.
‘Look at the talent who carry it.
They gathered their shopping bags
And tipped them out on
Canvas, paper, computer screens.
Success makes it quirky you know,
Success makes it special.’
You stand with your shopping bag
In the rain.
‘It’s not special’, you say.
The voucher weakens with water.
‘Was it ever quirky?’ You ask.
I’ve had enough of inner strength today.
It’s never on sale,
And with my shopping bag full,
I can’t afford it.
For now I’ll sit,
and carry on, carry on, carry on, carrier-bag. n
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Madness
Matthew
I miss it sometimes. Being crazy. You’re
not supposed to say this, for a whole host
of reasons, some of them better than others — it alarms people, it romanticizes
the experience, it prevents others from
getting help, and so on — but it’s true.
I miss it.

streetlights, spilling into a snow bank
gloriously textured with slush, this orange spray, so bright, tremendously pure,
untouchable but touching, and I thought,
yes, this is the secret of every single thing
and for one incandescent moment I knew
the purpose of the whole world.

The way the light fragmented. The way
a little too much of anything, sugar or
caffeine or sleeplessness, would fling me
into some kind of ethereal state, wild with
the thinness of the universe, the way that
you could look past its onionskin and into
the bright hysteria of what was behind it.
A false impression and a delusion but a
glorious one nonetheless. It was nice to
have a purpose, to have a transcendental
experience now and again.

And, another time, less pleasant: I’d
wandered a short distance away from
the path I usually walked on and a crow
suddenly burst from a thicket and threw
itself at me, cawing, its wings thrashing
furiously in air, as it held itself very neatly
in place, the way I’d previously thought
only hummingbirds and helicopters were
capable of. Shaken but dutiful, I walked
a little ways towards the drainage ditch,
covered with dandelions and burs, which
clung to my shoelace and soft earth, and
began looking around quite gingerly for
the corpse I was certain would be found
there. I still have the memory of it, vivid
and distressing, although of course I
never found it.

Once I worked a night shift and at eleven
o’clock my boss sent me out to get some
dinner and when I stepped outside the
very clinical brightness of the store (you
know how retail stores are, not unpleasant
but designed very much to make you feel
abstractly discontent, hungry, desperate
to cradle all these soft and gentle things
we sell) and out of the building, and into
the very cold night, which was dark, and
there were stars above, drowned out less
than you’d think by our inflorescent sign,
and I looked out at the amber light, from
one of the parking lot.
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So that was what it was all like. Not all
the time. But a lot. Confusion pierced by
a knowledge sharp as glass. I was taking
pills back then which were’t right for me,
yellow as custard, and now I take plain
white ones which make me a little calmer
and less afraid. My new medicine does
some wonderful things. I can, for example,

get out of bed more or less whenever I’d
like to. I’m no longer constantly convinced
that my friends have died in the hesitations between their text messages. My
life is more productive and I enjoy that,
being able to make myself a tea without
waiting for divine symbolism to approve
that plan, writing when ever it seems
agreeable to me, showering, all those
fantastic little elements that therapists
offer up as progress.
I don’t mean to take away from that. I
haven’t thrown away my medication,
although it would be quite easy to do
so — I’m one of those people who has
been able to step neatly around the gaps
of the Canadian mental health system so
as to get prescription medication without
anyone to monitor it, no one would know,
they’d just see me slinking back into my
room and once again scribbling endlessly
into scraps of paper and onto my own
palms, adopting small rodents, crying
unexpectedly at dinner. I could have all
that transcendence back but I don’t take
it. Because this is – not better-necessarily.
(I was going to say better but I’m not
sure that’s true). It’s the route that I’ve
chosen, that’s what it is.

But. Still. I’d like room to admit how
much I’m sometimes struck by a strange
and hollow grief for the old way of living. Some space to say without having
to reassure everyone that of course I’m
not suggesting there was anything good
about madness. (Some room to admit that,
for me, this has never been like healing
a broken bone — it’s still all here, just
shaped differently.) I miss the voices I
used to hear falling asleep at night. I
miss the omens I used to understand. I
miss the shapes that used to move in the
corners of my eyes and even sometimes
the terror that would strike me when
the universe blossomed in ways I wasn’t
ready to encompass.
I’m mentally ill, I’m mad, and I miss being even madder — I miss it like an old
friend, miss it like a country I was never
born in, miss it like the language I once
spoke but can’t any longer. n
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SUICIDE
This Thanksgiving, Momma says, I am
grateful for clutter. It is in clutter that I see
my children’s passions. It is in clutter that
I feel the warmth of my family. It is in
clutter that I discover clear thought.
It is in clutter that I find a clear path.
-------Thursday is beef stroganoff and lemon pie.
The woman who wants to divorce her
husband but fears being alone loves beef
stroganoff days. The mid-life crisis guy next
to her doesn’t really give a shit one way or
the other; he’s not hungry but it’s about time
for his smoke break so, Goddamnit, he says,
where is that wet-blanket when I need her?
He’s talking about the nurse, our ticket out, the
person who takes the elevator with us down
to the first floor and hovers over our fifteenminute break, commenting on the passage of
time and reminding us in her silent way that
we’re not mentally stable enough to take in
fresh air without supervision. Ten minutes left,
she says. Tick, tick, tick. Finish your cigarette.
Tick, tick. Wrap it up. Tick.
For the patients in the psych facility,
time is our ticket to normalcy. We spend
our hours in the group therapy room
mapping out our schedules for when we
get out of here. 2pm in the ward means
the twig lady with a bob and a bad
attitude critiques our future calendars.
Why do you have more than 8 hours
mapped out for sleep? Why aren’t you
allocating an hour for exercise? Why did you
leave blank the hours between 6 and 7?
Business impedes free, emotional
thought; in order to be functional, we
must be mechanical.
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The wheels on the bus go round and
round, and when the bus picks us up we’re
supposed to say something profound
about our character. I know I’d be a good
grandfather, says Mid-Life Crisis. If only
my goddamn ex-wife took the stick out of
her ass and let me see my grandchildren
every once in a while. Not to mention the
motorcycle. I can have a goddamn motorcycle
if I want a goddamn motorcycle and she has
no right to say I can’t. Hell, I’ll drive her over
with the goddamn thing if she won’t let me
see them. If I could have...
Good. That’s a good start, the Expert
says. Just breathe and try to release some of
that anger, hmm?
His patient nods, so he presses on …
and we’re rolling! The wheels on the
bus go round and round and now we
pick up Diane.
In the psych ward, Experts try to
flatten you out, try to reduce your character
to certain ticks, quirks, and mannerisms.
70-year old James needs to wash his hands
seven times before he goes to bed. To the
Experts, he’s no longer James but Elderly
OCD guy. Ellen is Postpartum Depression
with Hypersomnia and an Aversion to
Classic Rock.
Tick, tick, tick. If you don’t
participate, they can’t reduce you. Diane
is a recovering drug addict with an eating
disorder who always says Pass when she’s
asked about her father, and she thinks
Sandy, the potential divorcee, is a dumbass
for sitting there whining about her
miserable relationship but never doing a
damn thing about it. Yesterday I cried after
eating a bite of pizza, says Diane. But I did
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it. I finished it. And we’re rolling… They
try to pick me up next. I look at the Expert,
then mumble, Um, I don’t know really know
what to say. The bus comes to a screeching
halt.
The Expert forcefully sets down
his papers on the table in front of him.
Caitlin, he says, we can’t help you if you
refuse to participate.
Every day at 10am the Experts pass
around a chart titled “When You Grow
Up in a Dysfunctional Family.” The chart
maps out labels: Lost Child, The Black
Sheep, the Family Clown, and Hero, all
constructed to make the dysfunctional
adult hate the dysfunctional family that
forced him into that role. The Hero is a
perfectionist, over-controlled with a fear
of failing. The Black Sheep is the family
scapegoat, engages in impulsive behavior,
never quite fits in, feels like a loser. The
Lost Child is ignored, quiet, invisible,
artistic, loves animals and material
possessions, sometimes has learning
disabilities, can’t express feelings. The
Clown hides pain with humor, is often
scared, feels inadequate.
If you can’t follow the Expert’s
instructions and circle just one that applies
to you, you aren’t helping them help you.
You confuse them, and they are powerless.
When the Expert talks, I try to drown
him out. I want to tell him to shut up –
shut the fuck up. But I need help. I want
him to help me. The labels may not apply
but they still make me feel like a child.
I want to curl up in a ball and lean my
head on his shoulder while he shushes me
and tells me everything will be all right.
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I want him to sing me to sleep. In the
morning I want him to tell me to get up
and make my bed. I want him to tell me
that I’m irritable because I’m not eating
enough sugar and then I want him to say,
Check the cabinets. I just bought some Rice
Krispy Treats. I want him to tell me that
he talked to my sisters and my dad today
and he comforted them, too. I want him
to hold our family together. I want him
to hear me play the trumpet and tell me
that I’m talented and tell me he’s so proud
of me.
You leave your clothes on the floor, you
leave your towel on the floor, you leave your
books and laptop throughout the house, you
are cranky in the morning, you are noisy
late at night, yet each time you leave here
to return to college, I’m as sad as the f irst
time. That’s what I want him to say. I
miss you, I want him to say; everything
is ok; you are strong; you are smart; you
are beautiful; I’m trying to f igure out how
to get an AIM screen name so I can iChat
with you; do your homework; go to class;
stop swearing; Caitlin Hogan Garvey, I
am so mad at you; call in and check when
you get to Katie’s house; stop shaving your
eyebrows or you’ll start to look like Whoopi
Goldberg; you really need to get a haircut;
remember to take your vitamins; I love you.
I want him to wear white polo shirts
and khakis when it’s Sunday and he’s
getting the paper and Krispy Kreme
donuts for my sisters and me—he doesn’t
eat any, he has a grapefruit instead. I
want him to cheer too loudly at my swim
meet. I want him to visit seven different
Hallmarks trying to find the Princess

Diana Bear Beanie Baby for my Easter
basket. I want him to throw a spoon at
me when he’s mad at me for something
stupid I said. I want him to buy a
Halloween costume for our dog. But I
don’t want him at all. I’m scared and I
want my Momma.
You’re making things too difficult for
yourself, Caitlin, the Expert says.
Yeah, she didn’t even eat her beef
stroganoff! I watched her! She just twirled it
around her fork! says Sandy. (Sandy: potential
divorcee; loves beef stroganoff; tattletale.)
The Expert nods with vigor, then says,
Yes. That’s exactly the problem, Caitlin. You are
sitting here literally and figuratively not eating
the beef stroganoff. We are giving you food and it’s
your job to help yourself to it. We can’t know why
you’re depressed if you won’t join us on the bus.
He pauses.
I can’t figure you out, he says. Your head
seems … too cluttered.
-------Momma once dreamed I’d be on
Broadway. She assumed the role of
Mama Rose from Gypsy and I was
the less talented Louise, the daughter
through which she was living her stage
life vicariously.
I walked through the back door
into the kitchen one afternoon. I’m
home, I announced.
The kitchen table was a resting place
for novels, cookbooks, pens, pots and
pans, school bags, receipts, groceries
that hadn’t yet been put away, school
art projects, wallets, keys, permission
slips, assignment notebooks, and, on this
occasion, a CD player.

Momma was cooking pasta on
the stove and couldn’t hear me over
Ethel Merman’s voice singing Gypsy’s
“Everything’s Coming Up Roses.” I
tapped her on the back, scaring her at
first, but then she hugged me and started
singing along to the CD, off-key, as loudly
as she could.
All you need is a hand, she followed along,
then even louder as she took my hand, We’ve
got nothing to hit but the heights!
When the opportunity arose for me
to perform in my 8th grade production of
Flapper: the Musical, she seized it. Why
aren’t you practicing your lines? The only sleep
you need is to rest your vocal chords. Your
math homework can wait. You need to be
practicing your solo!
And in center stage on opening night
I stood, in polka dotted roaring ’20s garb,
singing “Stocks and Bonds” the only way
she had taught me, the only way I knew
how: as loudly as possible.
On the car ride home I held my
bouquet of roses and asked her what she
thought of my performance.
Maybe the stage isn’t for you, sweetie.
After that, a glint of her dream still
present, she directed me toward the
orchestra pit; rather than singing notes,
I focused on producing them through
instruments, finding solace in their sound,
a voice through their vessel.
-------The Expert’s small office is creamcoloured and claustrophobic. I sit facing
him, but he hides behind the protection
of the computer screen. I hear the clicking
of the keyboard and a ringing in my
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ears. His space is home to a few medical
books, and its nearly bare walls boast his
credentials. I stare at his desk for any
clues of his humanity—family pictures,
decorations, even a plant—but am
greeted instead with blankness.
He mumbles off my patient
information and medical history, pauses
to look me up and down, and then
drawls it out a second time. Caitlin: age
20, female, college student, admitted to the
hospital one week ago after consumption of
a bottle of sleeping pills, taking Lexapro,
blood pressure one ten over seventy.
He peers up from his chart.
So you tried to kill yourself ?
I nod.
He returns to his chart.
Why did you do that?
I don’t know.
Let’s see…well have you had any
difficulties concentrating?
Yes.
Are you irritable?
Yeah.
What about your activities? Have you
lost interest in them?
I shrug; he continues. The ringing in
my ears grows louder and becomes almost
unbearable.
It says here on the chart that your mom
died a year ago.
Yep.
How did she die?
Breast cancer.
Ah. A terrible disease. How do you feel
about all of that?
Um. Bad, I guess.
You’re not very talkative, are you?
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Have you been sleeping?
Not really.
-------I could always count on Momma to be up
when I couldn’t sleep.
My arm, she would say, when I walked
into her room on one of those late nights. Her
right arm, wrapped with gauze, was largely
swollen due to a rare infection, and she was
instructed to prop it up with pillows as she
slept. The pillows had fallen to the floor and
she was holding her arm up herself. I would
put the pillows back on her hospice bed, then
see that her gauze was damp with pus and
blood from her arm wound and would suggest
a change of wrapping.
Changing her bandages was a chore.
There was layer upon layer of gauze, and
you had to dig to find the adhesive for
each patch. The gauze was intended to
help reduce the swelling, and the enormity
of the bare arm still surprised me even
after repeated wrappings. I would reach
for her hand and squeeze it to see if she
had regained any feeling in it; she never
did. Her skin was coarse and scabrous,
and her arm’s mass and texture were more
reminiscent of tree bark than human flesh.
I would start with the fresh gauze, making
sure to follow the nurse’s orders: start at
the top left behind the pinky, then come
down to the right on top of the thumb,
repeat, then go behind the ring finger and
in front of the thumb, repeat, then around
the wrist twice, then around the palm
three times, then up the arm…
I would lose my sense of the present in
repetition. When we buried her I tried to
get that feeling back. I listened to “World

Spins Madly On” by The Weepies on loop.
I reread the Harry Potter series—Momma
used to read them before bed to my sisters
and me. I watched the same home video
over and over—the one where I’m not yet a
one year old and I’m screeching in my crib
as my aunt Michele tries to dress me in my
baptism gown and Momma says, She doesn’t
want to go to church!
I ate the same junk at the same time
every day, wore the same dirty clothes,
watched Gilmore Girls DVDs on loop
while my sister fell asleep in the bed
next to me and the theme song, “Where
You Lead” by Carole King, repeated
throughout the night.
I hid behind my blankets and
wished for warmth.
When warmth didn’t come, I
found myself vomiting up charcoal in a
hospital room.
All those sleeping pills didn’t help
me sleep.
-------Any unexplained aches or pains? The Expert
asks.
I get headaches sometimes.
Loss of energy?
Yeah.
Are you disorganized? Any difficulties
cleaning your home? Showering?
Yeah. I’m messy.
What about food? Have you lost
your appetite?
No, I enjoy food.
-------Momma’s response to my adolescent
chubbiness was to declare a family
health food kick.

We’re going to eat vegetables, she said. Lots
of them. And we’re going to cut out desserts.
She cleaned out our chaotic freezer,
disposing of pints of Ben and Jerry’s;
frozen pizzas; orange, cherry, and grape
popsicles; Eggo waffles; Dove bars;
Stouffer’s dinners; boxes of chicken
nuggets, and Heat-n-Go mini pancakes.
But then it was Sunday afternoon,
and the back of the church had a table
of baked goods for the Catholics who
bothered to show up that day. A little
slice of heaven.
Caitlin Hogan Garvey, she said, with
a hint of a smile, after catching me by the
cookie tray. How many have you eaten?
Thirty, I mumbled, my mouth full.
She smiled, shook her head, then
whispered, Let’s take some for the road.
When she got sick a few years later,
members of the parish took turns cooking
meals for our family. We pretended they
were giving us food because we were
royals, and we judged them in secret. As
royals, Momma said that we must devise
a meal rating system; ‘1’ went to the worst
of the worst meals, and we rarely gave out
tens. It took a lot to impress queens.
All I see are green things, Momma
complained, after examining the contents of
a parishioner’s bag. Do they think neglecting to
make dessert will get them far in life?
-------The Expert takes a bologna sandwich on
white bread out from his desk drawer and
probes me further.
I see you haven’t had any visitors yet.
Keep in mind that visitors of the opposite
sex visiting a patient room have to sit on
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different pieces of furniture and leave the
door open. Do you have a boyfriend?
No.
Is there any reason for that?
Well…yeah. I’m gay.
Oh! I see. How do you feel about that?
Fine, I guess.
Hmm…well, do you drink alcohol or
take drugs?
Um. Sometimes.
Well, I hope you know alcohol and illicit
drugs are never allowed on the unit.
-------When I was 16, Momma had a double
mastectomy and I had my first beer.
A Senior girl on my swim team who I
had to impress lived adjacent to Thatcher
Woods, and after she watched me take
a few sips from the beer she handed me,
she nodded, seemingly content that I
passed her test, and whispered, Come on,
we’re meeting people, and I followed as she
led me through her backyard.
The woods were for the Cool Kids—the
ones who ditched school assemblies to get
high and blew the smoke into the security
guards’ faces, the ones who called their parents
by their first names, the ones who worshipped
Jack Kerouac. They threw their empty beer
cans behind the trees and didn’t give a fuck
about anything or anyone. They lived in
pursuit of the party. They seemed free.
My hand was cold from the beer
but my head was hot. I was sitting by
myself on a horizontal tree trunk that
had fallen during a heavy storm, and
around me a few strangers had started a
campfire and set up a keg. The girl who
brought me there had gone off to make
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out with one of the keg carriers, so I
played a quiet drinking game with myself,
which involved swallowing giant gulps
of the cheap beer whenever I had to talk
to someone. The beer smelled strongly of
skunk spray when I put it up to my lips
and I wanted to go home, but I would
never let anyone there know. A sweaty
boy with beer dribbling down his chin
and onto his shirt approached me and
extended his hand.
Nate.
I took a swig.
Caitlin.
You look like you need a refill.
I looked down at my cup and found
nothing but a mass of solid matter floating
near the bottom. He looked, too.
Ooh, you’ve got floaties. Could be a
yeast chunk.
He took out a can of Natty Light
from his shirt pocket and opened it,
which released a gush of foam that eagerly
escaped down his fingers. He held the can
away from him but toward me.
Here, you better drink fast.
He laughed as I tried to slurp up the
thin layer of liquid that pooled over the
can tab on its flat top and then he said I
was a pro at this and that I was too quiet
and why didn’t I look like I was having
fun? His words faded in and out, but to
satisfy him I slurred out a string of yesses
and I don’t knows between shy smiles and
nervous nodding. So my buddy got his older
brother to buy booze in exchange for a hot
girl’s number … we should do this every
weekend … there’s a party at Matt’s house
next Thursday … you should smile more …

do you need another beer?
Then he put his arm around my
shoulder, lingering for a few minutes,
before his fingers crept down my shoulder,
spider-like, and reached under the neck
of my shirt for my breast. With one finger
he made a few small circles around my
bra until my silence spoke to his other
fingers to join and in unison they felt up
my chest. And soon not just my head
but my whole body felt hot and the trees
were spinning a little out of focus and his
ceaseless squeezing made everything feel
so stupid and when would it stop? The
heat was intensifying and I wondered
if someone could explode at this
temperature and I wondered if I wanted
to. My toes were so fucking hot until,
suddenly, they were wet. I looked up to
see one of the guys holding an empty
bucket and laughing.
Shit, girl, your shoe caught fire!
I looked down at the melted plastic
toe of my sneaker and the fire embers that
had tumbled out of the flames.
I rode home in the passenger seat of a
drunk girl’s car, and I called Momma.
-------Listen, Caitlin, it’s been a week. You can’t
hide here, the Expert says. The point is to
open up and let your counselors, therapists,
psychiatrist in…let us in, let me in. It’s a
judgment free zone. It’s give and take. We
learn from each other and we grow. Think of
it like a garden; you come in here as a little
seed and we all give you water and nutrients
in the form of guidance and listening. Once
you grow a little it becomes your job to help
all those other little seeds by talking about

what you learned. The other patients might
start to resent you if you don’t speak up.
-------When I was little, I hid behind Momma
as she tried to introduce me to her friends.
I clung to the back of her shirt and every
few seconds peered my head out from her
side to see if they were gone yet.
Hi, Caitlin! they would sweetly say,
trying to cajole me from the comforts of
Momma’s clothes. She’s just shy, Momma
would say. Don’t take it personally.
It wasn’t until I was older that I
realized that Momma did it, too –
she wrapped herself in the cloak of
motherhood and hid behind her kids.
She left behind a law career to practice
domesticity, defending our rights and
perhaps losing herself in the process.
Then together we tried to hide the
sounds of her illness. For months she was
attached to a machine that was being
utilized to clean her body wound. I played
my trumpet daily to mute its loud, bulky
sound. When her body deteriorated, so
did our family structure. While my dad,
sisters, and I surrounded her hospice bed,
we couldn’t help but argue.
Momma, Meaghan’s not letting me use
the computer! I cried.
Well, Momma, Caitlin’s gay, Meaghan
replied, as if that was reason for her to
monopolize the computer. I saw her outside
holding hands with that girl!
We wrestled on the floor for a while,
while I denied her accusation in an
obnoxiously loud voice: You don’t know
anything! I am not gay!
You are a female trumpet player,
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Meaghan yelled back, that’s basically the
def inition of lesbian.
Then Momma told us to calm down
and Sarah echoed, Yeah, calm down, but
once Sarah spoke Momma remembered
that she was mad at her for quitting
debate club; Oh, don’t even get me started
with you, Sarah Garvey, she said, which
prompted Sarah to get up and leave the
room and Momma to scream, Get back
here right now; don’t think for a second that
we are done with this!
On other days we had fights over
the TV remote. If I have to watch Planet
Earth one more time… I threatened before
Meaghan interrupted with, Oh, and what
would you rather watch? The L Word?
No, I sneered, but you’d probably rather
watch True Life: I’m Addicted to Crystal Meth.
Oh my god, Meaghan, are you chewing
crystal meth? Momma chimed in, to
which Meaghan rolled her eyes and said,
Really, Momma?
Then Dad tried to assert himself,
asking, Can’t we just watch football?
And to this we yelled back in unison,
No! Shut up!
We used the volume of the fights to
distract us from what we didn’t want to
accept: Momma was dying.
-------Has anyone explained the ‘privilege’ system
yet? asks the Expert.
I shake my head.
The ability of patients to leave the unit
depends on the ‘privilege’ level that they
have been assigned.
Level 1: The patient is restricted to the
unit. You’re at this level now – a first stage
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admit. Level 2 means the patient can go
to the patio as part of a group of up to five
patients escorted by a staff member. Level
3 means you can go unaccompanied to the
patio. But then there’s H2. H2 patients
can’t go anywhere except to the patio unless
accompanied by staff. For G2, level 3
privileges don’t allow the patients to leave the
hospital grounds.
He takes me to the Art Therapy room.
We walk past a patient in a hospital gown
who whispers to us, wide-eyed, They’re
going to cut my hair.
Schizophrenic, the Expert whispers.
-------Meaghan once came home with blue hair.
That’s a bright colour on you, Momma
delivered matter-of-factly with a straight
face and no promise of astonishment.
A wannabe rebel driven by the
prospect of pissing parents off, Meaghan
was understandably devastated by this
reaction. She stomped all the way upstairs,
and behind her slammed door we could
hear sobbed renditions of, Oh.my.god no
one understands me! and, They’re ruining my
life! and finally, a little quieter, after a brief
pause and less frequent sniffles, Fuck. It
looks terrible.
A few days later, Momma observed
the weather.
It’s raining hard, she said at the
breakfast table.
And I suppose that’s my fault? came
Meaghan’s indignant retort, to which
Momma burst out laughing. Each minute
of her heavy bellow loosened Meaghan’s
glare, so when I joined in and, seconds
later, so did my little sister, our united

cacophony gave Meaghan hardly any
choice but to give in, too. Then the
laughter quieted down a bit, and as we
caught our breaths and wiped a couple
tears from our eyes, Meaghan squeaked,
Wait, what are we going to do about my
hair? which had us laughing all over again.
A few years later, when successive
rounds of chemo forced Momma’s hair
out, my sister took her wig shopping
at Heads and Threads. A dolled-up
mannequin with big red hoop earrings
was sporting a brilliant blue Afro. As
Momma adjusted it to her scalp, Meaghan
took a step back to assume the position
of inspection – hand on her hip, a pensive
index finger to her lip – and snickered,
Mm, maybe too bright for you.
Months after that it was prom, and the
hairdresser fucked everything up. I wanted
perfect tight ringlets in a loose side ponytail
kinda like Summer from the O.C. when she
went to that dance with Seth, but the final
result was just awful. How was I supposed
to take pictures looking that hideous?
My friends were coming over any second,
everyone would laugh at me if I kept it like
that, I hadn’t even done my makeup yet, recurling would be a complete nightmare, and
Oh. God. Were those beads?
Momma! came my piercing scream
from the upstairs bathroom. Get these
off of my head!
Momma started, For the love of God,
Caitlin, if you hadn’t fussed with it in the
first place… and I fired back, How do
you even know what looks good? You don’t
even have hair, then came, Fine. Fix it
yourself, and after a slammed door and a

few more exchanges of Fine! and I hate
you! she heard a soft, defeated, Okay. I’m
sorry, which briefly preceded an even more
delicate, Please help.
When I finished with makeup,
I walked down the stairs, slowly and
carefully, so she could get a good look at
me and so I wouldn’t trip on my dress.
What greeted me at the end of the
banister was neither a smile nor the kind
eyes of a proud parent but the stone face
and narrowed eyebrows of a displeased
I-told-you-so, and after her eyes traveled
from my head to my heels, she muttered,
You looked better before.
Her wake was the following
year. The mortician seemed to have
poofed out her wig, and it resembled
Shirley Temple’s minus a few curls, a
comparison which probably occurred
not just to me but also to my sisters
because, as we knelt down before her
coffin to pretend to pray, Meaghan
blurted out, What the fuck? This looks
nothing like her.
An hour earlier and the three of us
were donning dark dresses and diving
deep into the distractions of getting ready.
On the floor next to us lay discarded
tights, curling irons, shoes, and hairspray,
the products of running late.
Can I borrow your lipstick? Sarah asked.
Yes, if I can have your dark eyeliner.
Don’t wear those shoes; they’re not
wake-y enough.
Shit, I don’t have tights – do you think
this dress will still look good?
And, finally, What are you gonna do
with your hair?
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I couldn’t help but smile when I asked
Sarah how mine looked and she innocently
replied, Better before you styled it.
-------Oldies Music is playing in the Art
Therapy room and we’re supposed to
be making a collage that represents our
identity in some way.
As I try to glue my images to the
cardboard, my heart starts to race and
I find it difficult to breathe. The past
engulfs my present, and as the voices of
the inpatients fade to the background,
the voices of my memories increase, and
nonsensical thoughts fire in all different
directions in my brain. I feel the sweat
dripping down my face, and although the
Expert can see the panic in my eyes, not
even he can get through to me now. Lyrics
and melodies blend together, but I’m not
really hearing the music at all; instead,
memories of the past strike chords,
overwhelming me, sucking me into a
frenzy that I can’t escape.
Get her a bag, I hear someone say.
She’s having an anxiety attack. People are
touching me, and maybe I’m screaming,
and my brain is creating so many notes
without any melody at all.
-------Momma got her own room in the
hospital—something she liked to brag
about. When I walked in, she was
listening to the playlist that I made for
her on her iPod.
The Black Eyed Peas, she said, while
bobbing her head. They’re bouncy.
Her room was a mess, but that’s how
she liked it. On the windowsill next to her
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bed was an empty Kleenex box, a few books,
a Portillos fast food bag, ‘Get Well’ cards, a
hairbrush, a makeup bag, and hand sanitizer.
I moved a bag and a flower arrangement off
of the chair next to her bed, and we sat in
silence for a few moments.
Come on, she said, I want to show
you something.
She started to get up, then motioned
for me to help lift her.
I thought you weren’t supposed to…
Shhh, she interrupted. Let’s break some rules.
I held her arm as we walked slowly
down the halls of the hospital, trying not
to get spotted by her nurses.
When we got to her destination, the
Maternity Ward, she pointed beyond the glass.
Look how cute all the babies are!
We watched them for a while in their
individual habitats and tiny white hats,
cradled by blankets and sleeping soundly.
I laid my head on Momma’s shoulder
and whispered, I love you.
-------Gerry – Busybody, Bipolar, Over-Eater – is a
big fan of Show Tunes. Since he led the group
discussion this week, he gets the honor of
choosing the tracks in art therapy.
I’m under extra watch due to my distress
during last week’s session, so the Expert
peers over me as I map out my weekly chart
and make bullet point lists of personal goals.
To placate him, I write the following:
• Try to eat the Shepherd’s Pie
this week
• Don’t say “pass” during group
• Put my book down when someone
is talking to me
• Don’t laugh when Linda screams,

“I have blue balls!” during the
colour Match game
The Expert lays his hand on my
shoulder to show he cares, and as he does,
“Everything’s Coming up Roses” begins
to boom through the speaker. Then one
thing becomes eminently clear: I need to
go home.
-------Momma requested all female pallbearers
– postmortem feminism. Meaghan, Sarah,
and I walked behind them down the aisle to
the altar. We held hands.
I was in charge of the music selections
for the funeral. We trailed behind her
raised casket as “On Eagle’s Wings”
played, and when our crying became
louder than the song, the priest asked us
if we were okay. Meaghan rolled her eyes
at him, and I thought it probably took
everything in her to not give him the
middle finger.
After Communion, I stood behind the
organ gearing to play “Amazing Grace” on
my trumpet. I hid behind the music stand
and pointed my bell toward the ground.
The notes during the first verse reflected
my shakiness—weak and tentative.
But I knew I owed it to her. When
the second verse came, I raised my bell
high above the pews and let her direct me,
recognizing through music her uniquely
powerful presence. I couldn’t be shy. I blew
into the horn as loudly as possible, with a
blare that enveloped the hollow church, a
fortissimo that functioned as a final fuck you
to the illness that prematurely robbed her of
her life. She wasn’t going to go silently.
How sweet the sound.

-------I assume I left my patient chart looking
something like this:
Patient: Caitlin, age 20; female; major
depressive disorder; music lover; lesbian; loves
pizza; clumsy; disorganized; takes lots of
naps; shy; sensitive; homebody; uncooperative;
likes to wear sweatpants; misses Momma.
But “shy” doesn’t remember my
poorly sung solo in the 8th grade musical;
“disorganized” forgets that I cleaned up
the room Momma died in and labeled
boxes “keep” and “throw away”; “lesbian”
ignores the years I spent hiding behind
the closet door, trying to call myself
anything but; “loves pizza” ignores my
motion sickness on that car ride to
Wisconsin Dells where I threw up several
pieces of it, vowing never to look at
another pizza again; and “major depressive
disorder” overlooks the periods that I’ve
been genuinely ecstatic to be alive.
I prefer my chart to read:
Caitlin; cluttered. n
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Dot Dunn

Wayward; to be defined as, or referring to, a childishly self-willed
characteristic; see also, capricious, erratic, perverse, freakish.

April
I don’t want to be thought of as anything, by anyone, no exact
definition of myself shall exist. I merely want to be.
When I look in the mirror, I see an aged face staring back
at me. I wonder, why human minds can’t accept the act of time.
We expect to be a certain way, to look a certain way and to
behave a certain way, forever. To freeze ourselves in a second of
time, of which we can’t ever seem to let go.
Home. I drink bad coffee in a sun filled room and see my
sister walking back from school with a friend. I see people pass
by who I’ll never know, walking towards houses I will never
enter, and I think to myself, I’ll miss this little bird room. With
fondness, I place my hand on the windowsill and watch as the
colours change outside.

May
Back. I make a plan, to look at the sea and watch the pale
waves pass by one another and the little dogs yapping on the
shoreline and seeing this all, the lines around my eyes will
fade and fade. I’d very much like to be of the world, but not
in it.
Recently, I just seem to exist. I breathe, and sleep and
pass through time with no feelings at all. I don’t even feel as
if I’m living. I don’t want beginnings, just a sense that it’s not
all passing me by.
Does the only significance of things exist in the notion
that once they have been created, they must then be
destroyed?
I have to believe that great literature has the ability to
change the world. And yet, here it did not. I can’t explain,
apart from the fact that I felt lost in it all and that Daisy was
right all along, the best one can hope for in a girl is to grow
up to be a beautiful, little fool.

artwork by Charlsey Kellen
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June
It is the first of June, and I am writing to tell you that I ran away from
the May Ball. The ball is designed to be an egalitarian event in which the
pupils and guests of our university enjoy combining fair rides and hot
dogs with alcohol purchased at drinking tents. I found myself sitting on
the steps of the castle that overlooks the bay. The three shots of sambuka
I’d had made the shadows sway, and the cool air feel warmer. I walked
through the forest path home, the darkness covered me like an itchy
blanket. I wanted to shrug it off but it clung tighter and tighter. Riding
home in the taxi upfront, the driver talked to me about the war, and the
crumbling town, as I nodded and looked the other way. I think he could
tell I was lonely, and wanted to make me feel better by talking of the past.
At the swimming baths I make friends with Jeremy, which is his alias.
His real name is Gerald, he says, but no one calls him that, and he doesn’t
seem to know why. He’s the first person I’ve spoken to since. He’s 74 years
old. Later, he sits in the hot tub, but I decline the invitation.
I wish I was anywhere but here. I crave solitude, and yet, when it
arrives, it makes me feel sad and small.
Today is a new day, and with it, new hope. The sun shines a little, but
time moves on, leaving me in the past. I can’t keep up anymore. It slips
through my fingers like coins through a gutter hole. You can keep on
reaching, but you won’t ever get them back. n
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THE SHORT RUN
Megan Crosbie
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The view
from within

Learning the Ropes
I giggle.
			
		

I smile.

They stare.

a Zine by Francesca Baker

		

Filling Time

			

I say ‘Hello.’

They stare.

Her toes felt cold against the blue linoleum floor. She smiled as she
thought of the word – linoooleeeium. How it curved and glooped
along her tongue like the mar-me-lade on her buttered toast.

				We.

This was her new hobby. Saying words verrr-yyy slooooow-ly.
Feeling everything verrr-yyyy sloooooow-ly.

					Do.

		Don’t.

Happy.

She had been here for eight days now and time slunk by at a frail
pace. She had to find ways to fill the time. Get rid of the eating
disorder but create new disorders and habits and oddities.
To amuse herself.
Her spark was being snuffed out. Not like a candle. Nothing so
poetic. More like a firework threatening to skid in any direction uncontrollable, perhaps.
And now, now a dog pissed down on her to keep her quiet.
She counted the crumbs on her plate. 17 small white bread flecks.
Not too many.
Not too few.
Slowly.
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They stare.

			Here.

Thanks
I promise never again to take you for granted. To
never again ignore a kind smile from strangers.
To not lament the cold air—at least it is air. To
not refuse a cup of tea with friends. To not ignore
the grass, the soft clouds, the clatter of bin lorries,
umbrellas against the rain. I promise to hug you
all, each and every one. I won’t moan at your
choice of television programme, and to hear the
hum of the radio would thrill me to the core.
We will go shopping, and I will delight at its

simplicity. We will walk to the post office, and I
will cry at the beauty of communication. I will
run out of milk and
have to go out for it. Out. I will swing my arms
with pride. To wake up in my bed and be excited
to make my bed. To spread my own toast. Water
my own plant. Pride and gratitude for life. Life,
free, life. I will never again take you for granted.
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In the labyrinth of streets, weaving like razor straight lattice,
she could lose herself. Lose herself and find herself, all in

one go. The city, a space in which one could be everything at

Help.II need
need some
some body.
body.
Help.
Help.Not
Not just
just any
any body.
body.
Help.
Help.You
You know
know II need
need someone.
someone.
Help.
Help.
Help.
- The Beatles

once. Anything. She wanted to lose and find herself again.
How much better is silence; the coffee
cup, the table. How much better to sit
by myself like the solitary sea-bird that
opens its wings on the stake. Let me
sit here forever with bare things. This
coffee cup, this knife, this fork, things
in themselves, myself being myself.

Being. :
A process with no start and no end

- Virginia Woolf

J oin
Us
Now!

The Window
Sitting at my window,
the pane of glass keeping me
from the air outside.
My body aches.
Aches to be outside.
Walking on the crisp leaves.
October bite.
Little squirrel hop.
Hop on the grass,
preparing themselves for winter.
Soon winter will come, and I will still be here.
With these people.
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These people who can not feel, think,
reason, communicate.
I am not one of them.
My past actions built these bars,
but my thoughts and actions today,
tomorrow, and the days after,
will wear them away.
Surely.
Slowly.
Oh please God.
And I will soar and sparkle once again.

Do You Have a Problem?
Come, Make it Thrive!
If you have a problem you want to get rid of, what could be better than living
with people who have the same issue, and can teach you new behaviours,
habits, ways of hiding it, and make you worse whilst you appear to the
outside world to be trying to get better? Full bed and board, activities, hot
running water, and central heating.
Incubate your problem today!
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SUICIDE

Loletta
artwork by Caitlin McCarthy
Depression never brought along
creativity, only obsession. A misguided focus on things; things I
desperately held onto as if my
life depended on it.
It did. It did.
Documentation took over my
waking hours, in one form or
another. Diary writing went to
at least two entries a day - often
it was the only thing I could do.
And I became preoccupied with
filming myself. I used the lens to
create the presence of someone
being there with me, seeing me.
I think I knew something was
wrong, and I was trying to find
it. Hoping that I could find a
narrative within my documentation that would explain what was
wrong with me, and validate the
person I had become.
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Depression never brought
along creativity but it gave me
a lot of stuff to work with. The
excretions and by-products of
my depression fed into, and
framed, the three films I made
in response to the project. In
these works I tried to highlight
all the unseen signs of depression that I (dis)missed. Others
(dis)missed. My doctors and
counsellors (dis)missed, purely
because I did not include it in
my narrative to them.
Reading over my diary, and
watching the films I made for
the project, I can see a new narrative. This one fills in all that
was (dis)missed, and is laced
with less shame and apathy
(aka less depression). In this
narrative I can see depression
has three possible forms: the
good kind, the invisible kind
and the bad kind.

The good kind is the depression
most people recognise, and can
sympathise with. It’s the kind
that after much deliberation and
secrecy you may finally reveal
to a doctor. If you are good
depressed you will be very sad,
and probably cry lots. You might
experience a loss of appetite or
sleep. You will harbour incredible
amounts of self-hate, thus you
will self-harm, perhaps even try
to end your life. This is not to say
good depression is by any means
easier to experience - at least it
wasn’t for me, it was (scalpelto-the-face) awful. It was just
easier to explain to doctors. That
is, easier to explain after months
and years of self-denial. It seems
it was also easier to express this
kind of depression at the time. I
can see this in the fragments of
my diary. In the rawness of the
imagery, it is all there: self-hate,
self-harm, suicide.

In contrast, the invisible kind of
depression is much more subtle
and unseen, and it’s the kind I
wanted to make visible in the
films I made. The invisible kind
just seems to happen to you, and
is surface-level OK.
However, upon reflection, I can see
the signs I previously missed, and
it’s painful to watch.Things were
off, I was off. Invisible signs like
anxiety-induced isolation, extreme
lifestyle and personality shifts,
and obsessive behaviour. Many
things looked normal, and I felt
they were normal enough to film.

flatmates food late at night because
I was too afraid of going outside
/ I was only awake when all the
shops were closed. I wasted A&E
time, and even purposely misused
the medication they gave me to
overdose. I cheated on my partner,
without even acknowledging it.

The bad kind of depression
made me lazy. Academic success has always been important
to my identity, and I felt so lucky
when I got to study Architecture at a top university. Still I
am deeply ashamed to admit
I slept most of the year away.

The bad kind of depression.This
kind had me lying excessively
and living double lives. I would
lie so much I did not even know
what was true anymore. I would
let people down constantly, degree group work, counsellor’s
appointments, and my family. I
never sent one present or birthday
card during this time. I’d eat my
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Waking up seemed impossible, and if I did wake I would
simply be still until I went back
to sleep. I tried everything to
wake up at normal hours, but
I don’t think I had anything to
wake up for. I would sleep in
my cupboard so if the cleaners
came in they wouldn’t see me.
For the whole year I only ever
completed one assignment.
The bad kind of depression also
had me doing some disgusting
things that I would have never
even imagined. I didn’t brush my
teeth for over three months, and
I was literally shitting in boxes
to avoid leaving my bedroom.
This bad kind of depression is
the most dismissed narrative,
one that is omitted from my
diary, footage and films. Though
in my diaries, I am aware of
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these things, to an extent, and
let it fuel my self-hate and
reasoning for suicide, it is not
a narrative of depression - it is
the narrative of a bad person
finally revealing their true
nature. That’s what I thought;
that’s what others thought.
Be selective and find the narrative
that makes you clean, that keeps
you good and away from selfremoval (suicide), self-destruction
(suicide), self-slaughter (suicide),
the right thing (suicide).
Though, I am unsure now.
At the time, all three forms
of depression were dismissed.
Referring to them as depression
was difficult because it just felt
like a way to excuse myself. Yet,
over time, the good and the
invisible kinds I reconciled, and

recognised them as depression.
Thus, it was easy to show them
in the films I made. However,
one kind remains, bad depression.
Can I call this depression? Was I
innately bad or was this depression? I know many would see
this as a way of excusing myself
of blame... but where does that
leave us? How is that constructive? Where is the potential for
recovery? (Not to mention that
my bad depressed actions were
not inherently bad, but that’s for
another time). More broadly, a
binary such as good/bad does
not do it for me anymore, nor
is it useful for examining others.

Ethar Hamid

The place I am now is calm. The
good/bad narrative has ended for
me. The only way forward is to
remember the value of empathy
and that we all deserve it. n
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SUICIDE
Psychosis or High Self Esteem
Bethany Rose Lamont
I am too mentally ill to be a mental health
advocate. I am at a nice mental health event
with nice people doing nice things. But I
am drunk. I am drunk and I am not nice.
They are wearing t-shirts to show they work
at mental health charities and are therefore
nice people with nice jobs. I do not have a
job. I never have a job. I am doing a PhD
to distract people from this. A PhD is not
a job, a PhD is barely an ‘is’. I am so drunk
and they are screening ‘Little Miss Sunshine’
to raise awareness on mental health and we
think it’s funny to start hissing ‘TRIGGER
WARNING: Steve Carrell’ in each other’s
ears. They do not include actual trigger
warnings but they do read poetry about
supporting your mentally ill loved ones but
no one loves me because I am too annoying.
Steve Carrel in ‘Little Miss Sunshine’
tries to kill himself, not for love, but for
losing out on a McArthur genius grant.
Sylvia Plath first tried to kill herself because
she got rejected from a creative writing
programme.1 The next time I try to kill
myself may or not be on the same lines. (The
last three almost-kills were rubbing against
that chorus so I think if I’ve got myself into
that little death rhythm.) Sylvia was the girl
who wanted to be God, (“this is a portrait of
the artist as a sick colossus” says a man about
her journals.2) But Sylvia is the girl I cannot
love because I am petty and nasty and see
her as competition, see her as the pretty
ex-girlfriend I need to one-up. I have girl
hate for Sylvia Plath, which is not altogether
healthy, but I am not one bit healthy so this
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is not surprising.
People say her death solidified her work,
a living body for a body of work, but how
can I nudge that body out of the equation
for people to be my best friend instead?
Because the answer is not to kill myself but
to kill Sylvia. Burn the book and burn the
body. A slippery slope my psychosis is happy
to slide down.
What a sick thing to say! You should be
ashamed of yourself! Says the imaginary
reader in my head because no one reads my
work because it is evil and foul and bad and
just altogether not good in the slightest.
The intrusive thoughts and the intrusive
reader are an altogether identical structure.
It is all psychosis, all psychotic, every step
stub of the way. But the joke is on you
(which means the joke is on me because
you are not real.) Because I am ashamed of
myself ! I am! I am! I am!
I am ashamed of being too sick but
mostly I’m too sick to feel shame so it
balances out I guess.
A common conspiracy theory for the
extraordinary and otherwordly is mental
illness. The character is not special, they
are just crazy enough to think they’re
special. Harry Potter is a not a wizard, he
is a mentally ill muggle with a persecution
complex. He did not go to Hogwarts he
went to a mental institution:
“It became clear to me that the entire Harry
Potter series is an extended metaphor -- a coded
transcription, really -- about a boy with severe

mental illness, suffering from delusions. If we
interpret the story as Harry’s fantasy, then
the Dursleys are Harry’s real parents, and the
Potters are imaginary.
The Durselys either can’t cope with the
increasingly-delusional boy living with them,
or perhaps they are merely abusive, and it’s the
abuse that’s making him delusional. In any
event, the parent-figures constantly mistreat
him, favor the brother, and inflict endless cruelty
and humiliation on him. One day, Harry snaps,
and Dudley (who is really Harry’s brother) is
severely injured, in a way requiring repeated
hospital treatments. As a result of this incident,
Harry is taken away to a “special school.””3

All art is an exercise in faith. Faith
that what you’re doing won’t suck. Faith
that you’ll live to finish it. Faith that the
work will last long enough to share it with
someone. Faith that it’s worth sharing
with someone. Even if that someone is you
yourself alone. But when does faith, so pure
and true, turn into the dirty delusion of
my own egotism, my own mania, my own
psychosis. How sick do you have to be to
think you’re special? And how sadistic do
you have to be to tell a psychotic to believe
in themselves?
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BUFFY:
They told me I was sick. Crazy,
I guess. And that Sunnydale
And... all of this. None of it
was real. Just part of some
delusion in my head.
XANDER:
Come on! That’s ridiculous!
What, you think this isn’t real
just ‘cause of all the vampires
and the demons and the exVengeance demons and the sister
that used to be a ball of universedestroying energy? 4
Everyone loves the co-mobid
clusterfuck of ***art and mental illness***
mistakenly believing that sickness is a cup
and string connection to the divine. This
is psychosis for the non-psychotic. (How
I wish it was my psychosis!) Olden day
people thought genius lived in the walls.
I think people live in my walls. I think I
am a genius. I think I am a voice of my
generation but really I’m just hearing
voices again.
“But Florence [Foster Jenkins] and Ed Wood
were troubled, and troubling. Although it’s easy
to mistake them for punk desperados, their drive
was actually weapons-grade self-deception. Wood
believed he was making great movies; Jenkins
heard an angel every time she sang, with strenuous
efforts made by those around her to stop her ever
learning that the world heard different. None of
that makes their stories less fascinating. But to go
through life as a laughing stock, in a fog of clinical
delusion, is surely, at heart, a horror movie.”5
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I am no more a writer than I am a God.
But my mind has tricked me into thinking I
am both. The glee I had on a National Express
coach at twenty in the realization that I was
Jesus Christ himself. Earlier this month I was
so overwhelmed by the brilliance of a valentine
card I made with glitter glue and pink paper,
so convinced it would be archived in museums,
held in special collections, that it lit the match
of a manic episode that took days to come
down from.
BUFFY:
‘Cause what’s more real?
A sick girl in an institution?
Or some type of. . . supergirl.
Chosen to fight demons
and save the world?
(smiles, distantly)
That’s ridiculous. 6
I think I am a writer. I think I am a genius.
But I think I am Jesus so to hold weight to
my thoughts is to sink your body like a stone,
like Virginia Woolf in that lake where she
died. (She thought herself a loser even though
she was the real deal and I think myself
quite brilliant even though I am a sea slug so
thoughts can think a lot of things). ‘Oh you
have lost all your confidence!’ says my mother
as if that isn’t a good thing. As if to have such
confidence in such a fantasy isn’t repulsive
bordering on obscene.
My craziness is what causes me to create,
but it is my craziness which speaks the lie
that anything I create, anything I think, is
of any value. I blow my nose and threaten to
self-destruct when it does not win a Nobel.
And no one will publish my essays or my
manuscripts and my first novel has been

rejected over 100 times, and I am trying so
badly not to finish the second so this sorry
process doesn’t have to start all over again.
The thing that sustains me is the thing that
will kill me and my next automated rejection
letter may be my suicide note. n
I think I read this somewhere but is this
actually true? Does it matter?

1

John Carey, The Sunday Times, quoted in:
Stephen Moss, ‘The Journals of Sylvia Plath’,
The Guardian, 4th April, 2000

2

See—‘What Harry Potter Is Actually
About. Childhood Ruined’. Tickld. 2015
Reddit, Fan Theories, ‘The Harry Potter
series is about mental illness’. Hogwarts is
a mental institution. 2014.

3

Normal Again, Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
Season 6, Episode 17

4

Danny Leigh, ‘Why Hollywood Loves
Losers’, The Guardian, 17th March 2016.

5

Normal Again, Buffy the Vampire Slayer,
Season 6, Episode 17

6
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On Shame

Joseph Sharp

First off, try to remember there need be no shame
involved with addiction. It is a physical malfunction.
It is not a sign that you are somehow mentally
weak or lacking in character. In my experience,
the truth is often just the opposite. Addicts are
some of the strongest people I know and can,
when no longer immersed in their addiction,
become people of amazing character.

something special. Sure the other “Anonymous”
programs are good, can substitute in a pinch and/
or model long-term sobriety that perhaps your
local CMA group doesn’t yet have. But it’s well
expressed that there’s just nothing like being in
a roomful of fellow recovering tweakers to feel
like you’ve finally come home. It’s “your people.”
They get you.

Second, let’s look at that other shame around meth
use itself. Even something as self destructive as
shooting heroin has its “heroin chic” aestheticism.
For us meth heads, it’s just that awful before and
after poster campaign that puts us in our place:
pushing a shopping cart with rotting teeth. Unlike
pills, cocaine or opiates, there’s no glamour and
zero social status for our drug of choice.

One way I personally deal with the particular shame
of having been a meth addict is by embracing it
and proactively turning it into a strength. I proudly
wear the badge. I turned my life around, so others
can too. And I’m not alone, I add. Many people
recover from meth. Usually when I tell people who
meet me for the first time (party conversation,
say), their jaws drop at my admission, and drop
again that I’m actually proudly telling my story. I
add that meth is epidemic from the housewife in
the Midwest to the banker on Wall Street. Don’t
believe the press stories or ad campaign you’ve
most likely seen is fully representational of us.
(Come to think of it, there wasn’t much diversity
of meth users depicted on Breaking Bad either.
Yep, we’ve had some lopsided press.) Because the
reality is: we are everywhere. From your smiling
tech at the pharmacy to the salesman at a BMW
dealership to your chiropractor or estate attorney
(I’ve personally known all the above).

Friends who are members of 12 Step programs
report that they can easily admit to going to
AA. (It can even prove beneficial to one’s career,
depending on the industry; don’t let anyone
fool you, there is an “AA professional mafia”).
Yet many of these same people admit they can’t
let it be known they go to CMA (Crystal Meth
Anonymous). And sadly, some addicts refuse to
go CMA altogether, preferring the softer, less
judged pastures of AA.
If you are a 12-Stepper and don’t ever experience CMA, I’m here to tell you you’re missing
something important. Without truly knowing
the joy of being in a room full of “your people,”
recovering crystal meth addicts, you’ll miss out on
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those careers that allow it, please consider doing
so. It’s probably the only way our image is going
to change in the long run.
There are a lot of other areas we harbor shame
in our lives because of our using: shame for not
being a good parent or shame for not being a
good child. All of this generally centers around
the shame of not showing up for family events
(from breakfast to a funeral). This is where various programs or therapies can work wonders. In
CMA, you can clean up that wreckage from the
past and make amends to those you’ve harmed or
you can process through your issues in therapy.

Here some kind of psycho-spiritual work is
often helpful – to gain that larger perspective of
our lives as a journey and to reprioritize what’s
truly important.
Okay, enough. That’s my (rather long, as it turns
out) riff on shame. Shelves of books have been
written on it. As for shame and meth, we’re just
beginning the conversation. But we’ve begun. n

There’s often shame around the years you “wasted”
doing meth that could have otherwise been spent
living and growing a productive, prosperous life.

To be clear, I’m not saying everyone should follow my lead because, in fact, it could harm your
career and do more damage than good. But if you
can come out of the meth closet, if you’ve one of
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anti-black racism | Islamaphobia | misogynoir
school & how heavy it leaves me
Amaal Said
there’s a group of somali boys at the back of
the common room and they shake the entire
room with their laughter. i ask a pakistani
girl next to me, ‘don’t they have exams?’ and
when she says, ‘what’s exams to niggers
like them?’ i don’t know what to do with
my body. my legs shake. this is the dance
right after the bullet. she says, ‘are you hurt?
you’re good. not you’. she thinks this will
make the word smaller, will take the edge
away. it’s too late, always too late. the air has
been chased out of the room and now my
lungs are screaming. i remember i have an
exam in fifteen minutes and i excuse myself.
i climb down the stairs and i think about
crying on the steps. i remember wanting to
be held and then wanting to punch a wall. i
am amazed at how easy words cut into you
like that.
i remember another time a boy dragged
a crowd with him to ask, ‘do muslims girls
shave down there?’ he wanted to make the
crowd laugh. that is why he brought them.
he made sure to straighten his face, trying to
prove how sincere and genuine his curiosity
of my black female muslim body really is.
he wants to know if i am like other girls
beneath the hijab. if my hair grows and if i
wash it. the day before that a teacher leans in
to say, ‘amaal, will you ever have a boyfriend?’
and when i tell her we don’t do boyfriends,
only marriage, she apologises. she wished to
save me. she said it each time in a different
way. ‘amaal, home must be strict, right?’
eventually i have to teach myself how to stop
answering her questions without feeling bad.
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i am defending myself in a classroom. a
boy tells me that british soldiers are needed
to fight off people related to me. he says it
slowly and under his breath. i brush it off.
the teacher laughs. i try so hard to control
my mouth but i end up using my toughest
words, the ones i heard the boys use at the
back of the bus.
in the classroom, all debates turn into
debates about terrorists and each time
without fail, their eyes find me where i am
seated. i try out a new toughness and it
works. i tell him how badly i will hurt him if
he ever touches me again, if he speaks over me
in class like i’m not here. i do it with my widest
eyes and it works. in the end, i am the only one
hurt by my toughness. i walk around the halls
mean-faced. i say with my eyes, ‘touch me and
i’ll show you the angry black bitch you want
me to be’. it works each time.
i am in another classroom and now i am
older. now i am making an effort to leave the
toughness behind. but last week the teacher
said, ‘i just don’t get people in this school.
they’re so obsessed about race.’ i let her talk.
i don’t say a word. she continues, ‘in my
town there was no such thing as race. yeah,
we were all white but still, we were people
before we were colours.’
she looks at me for validation and all i
can say is, ‘you are so lucky to have all of that
privilege. you are lucky you get to forget.
you are lucky you get to be human first.’ she
hears nothing i say. she says, ‘you know, i had
one black friend growing up. she was never
my ‘black’ friend. she was always the girl
with big hands.’
i remember being eleven on the first day
of secondary school. i remember the white
girl who said, ‘i didn’t know blacks could be

muslim before you.’ i am in the classroom
with this teacher who swears that race is
not important, that we are all people first,
and all i can think about is being eleven
and wanting none of this colour. none of it.
i wanted things to be simpler. the muslim
girls were all asian. the black girls thought i
was ‘too muslim’. i hate this teacher so much
for taking me back to that memory.
she is still talking. she says, ‘a girl was
racist to me in my first year of university and
i was so hurt.’ i entertain her. i say, ‘what did
she say?’ she says, ‘oh, she said that i looked
victorian and that i had mousy brown hair.’
i am screaming now. i do not know it but i
am screaming. i am trying to explain how in
this society you are not targeted for looking
victorian or for hair that is ‘mousy’. she says,
‘i’m sorry. it looks like i’ve upset you but
people are racist towards me all the time.’
now when i am in her classes i wonder
how light it must feel to be so ignorant of
the world and how the world hurts people
that look like me and my brothers. another
teacher says, ‘here’s a list of the best holiday
destinations.’ it turns out to be a list of the
most corrupt nations. somalia tops the list
for the fifth year and he says, ‘i’m joking
guys.’ he thinks it’s a joke. there are four of
us in his class and three of us are somali and
he thinks it’s a joke.
i laugh like i do when someone hurts
me and i don’t want them to know. i want to
scream about how he has a country, how he
can go anywhere and come back because his
country will always be here for him. he says,
‘you can go back. just don’t join a terrorist
organisation.’ i think, ‘maybe i’m being too
sensitive. maybe i should laugh’. so i do. i
laugh at another of his ‘jokes’ because i left

the angry amaal back in secondary school.
i said i was going to forgive people, to love
them. but i always end up in classrooms where
every part of me is picked on and prodded.
and then i think, ‘ah, when i get out of
the classroom it will all be fine.’ people start
to believe in my poetry. i am sitting in a
workshop. there is a girl who brings a poem
in with her that she wants critiqued. when
i see the references to the muslim girls and
the material of their wedding dresses and
the ‘invisible ink’ of their pens i want to do
anything but sit there facing her. i tell her
that my heart is racing and then she sobs
and by magic, the entire room flushes with
sympathy. i think of what i would have done
for a hug when i was younger, when the
white boys hurt me, when their girlfriends
followed me home. but now here i am in a
poetry workshop and i am expected to hug
her. i am expected to tell her it’s ok, that i
am not personally attacking her.
it takes all of the courage in me to admit
that the poem hurts me. i am trying to
learn how to be in a space with people who
completely misrepresent my experience as
a muslim girl. i’m trying to not break down
each time. i’m trying to say, ‘this hurts me’
and ‘no, you’re not a good fucking person for
this. you’re not fucking revolutionary. stop it.’
i’m learning to put myself first. i am learning
that it will take years to unlearn all the
bullshit i internalized in those classrooms.
I am trying. i am trying so hard. n
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March
Nicole Raziya Fong
I can only devote
What does not change
To all that does
Aware
Of what
Incident?

(Soon impacting

The form)

My slow

Grace

(Plasma sheltering

The form)

When kneeling

That?

Like I want to

Caused?

(I

Do)

I
reached
out to you

And
I
fell
through
Yoke
Indicating something
Else indicating
Something yoked
The slow
Bliss
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I prefer it
The process
you press
“The room
with its flat-linear light
It was: appeared
As it was (appeared)”

give

Flaxen exterior
The bloodless rind

to

So simple to seem

I

it

But the dream
was not solid

Awareness
Of (my
own)
privation

you

Hands in timorous ink
Or

Dictum:
Through grey
Skies

Delineated
The blank
Barrage

I am pleasured
to exist
Whose existence
will not be
taken
from me
What does your individual hope mean?
What does your hope mean for me?
I wake up
I have the things
That mean something

It does not matter.
I watch
A little world
It is a perfect place
And what I feel
In that little place
Exists only
In that world
I don’t want
To be a part
Of the world
I want to be
A[part]
A[place]
I have to picture light
Originating from your touch
Spreading down into me
I have to picture my body
As the wrought surface
I have to believe
That just by your touching me
The emptiness will recede
Not this
Not this
Not
The edged lurch
Portends a sense
Newly bound
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“I must keep myself
From failing this
I must keep myself
From ruin”
Could speak
Would speak
Reveling
Like I meant to
Overcoming my
Overcoming
Like I meant to
I was so sorry
but couldn’t say
“They whispered: it is
a dream…
Since then
nothing
has been
real”
Though muscles bloom
And stand against
What I believe
I still see that a season
Has changed
And has brought this and that
And articulates its presence
In this way
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And we come to know it—
But I still cannot
Fathom
Knowing
You pressed
And I opened
And it meant the right thing
It meant what it needed to
The clear hesitancy
Outlines all
There is still snow
And there are perfect branches
In this pastoral and urban
Perfection
Though I mock
This idea
It is a beautiful
Possibility
Even when I am empty
this fills your absence
with something that is not you
it takes your place
for a while
So I can become
less
I still cannot understand these things
Only live them

“it’s an animal
it’s a shadow across the snow
it’s the melting that darkens
it’s the visible warm
it’s a decanter, or flesh”
I submit this
For your consideration
I am visible
Always contending
“it’s the realness of what does not yield
Its yielding is what makes it pliable
it has the choice to be moved
I am not what you made”
Water invokes
A certain sensation
Expression evokes
That a moment has passed
A place
I might have been with you
There were valleys and there was water
It was this way
It is within your ability
To cause the words
To advance
Without protection
Without awareness

Can you call this
Told?
“I administer
to the wound
Crushed
Lettuce”
It is the doubt
That there could be another way.
Newly cornered
Newly bound
It cannot be
Another way
The feeling
is motive
perhaps less a feeling
than the penumbra
of orgasmic restraint
I wait to hear from someone
Who will tell me
What I know
I have not existed
Therefore cannot be
Heard
“it’s a calling
it’s intercession
it’s deliberate
it’s the beginning of your life”
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The most useless desire
is the one I have
Moderating
what enters perception
But I love you
This cannot happen
“if it isn’t about some people
if it isn’t about overcoming
if it isn’t about appearing
You may experience all this
and no one will ever know”
I am the only witness
People may believe
This does not change it
Everything’s melting and dripping, it’s sunny
I awoke to this
and you
If you survive
You continue on
And this means something
“Though I
mistook this
for beauty
it did not
praise
my stare” n
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suicide | SELF HARM

Angelica Jade Bastién
artwork by James Gaunt
Memory #1:
I am sixteen and coming apart at the seams.
The Miami sunlight flutters in through
cracks in my blinds creating holes in
the darkness of my room. Outside, the
Christmas lights that adorn my neighbors’
homes have yet to turn on. The sky is a robin
egg’s blue.
It is beautiful. It is calm. But I don’t
notice that.
I only hear my mother’s voice to
the right of me. She spits out words like
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‘disappointment’ and ‘failure’ and ‘ugly’. She
compares me to my Dominican father, the
man who almost killed her on more than
one occasion. A man who is not even a fully
formed memory for me, just a blur of fist
and masculine fury. I have inherited his dark
skin, his anger, the physicality of his sisters.
I crouch on the floor, beating my fists
against my head.
If only I hit a little bit harder I will
find peace.

My mother unfurls that laugh of
hers that sounds like old money and
confidence, neither of which she really
has. I scream until my throat goes raw and
look up to see my mother approaching
from down the hall. Her eyebrows knotted
in confusion. Her face contorts in disgust.
It is a face that will follow me far into my
adulthood. Her voice grows louder, closer
to my ear, but in front of me, her lips don’t
part to say a word.
I am hallucinating.
Less than a week later I’m in the
back of a cop car, the bright Miami night
warping around me. I am on my way to
the mental hospital for the second time in
my young life, Christmas and my younger
brother’s birthday only a few weeks away.
I hold onto the images of Bette Davis,
Lauren Bacall, and Eartha Kitt. I scrawl story
ideas on any piece of paper I can hold onto. I
remind myself of the awe I felt earlier in the
year watching films like ‘The Third Man’, ‘The
Sting’, and ‘To Have and Have Not’.
To say that film saved my life is an
understatement. The medium gave me a new
way of seeing the world and my place in it.
My mother visits everyday but she never
looks at me directly. As if keeping her eyes
off center means she can pretend I’m not her
daughter and we’re not in a mental hospital.
That instead she is enacting a scene from
someone else’s life and she can leave at any
moment. I don’t hate her for this because I
am creating stories of my own.
Looking at my mother across from me,
her eyes brimming with tears, her voice
a whisper. I try to comfort her. I say I am
doing fine. (I am not). I tell her this all will
be over soon. (It won’t). With her soft hands

intertwined with mine, I learn that as much
as my mother loves me, my bipolar disorder
and anxiety will always stand between us.
For her it is a disease. For me it is a wound, a
disorder, a mounting darkness I have carved
into a talisman to say to everyone that I
meet, look at what I am surviving, look how
strong I can be.
When you deal with mental illness you
are constantly told by therapists, self-help
books, memoirs by women with better access
to care, the importance of support systems;
friends and family who are dedicated to your
well being. These are people you can call and
whisper, “I am falling” and they know the
exact gravity of those three words. But no
one says how to create these sorts of bonds.
No one teaches you how to ask for help when
for so long you’ve been complimented on
your strength and ability to make it through
tragedies unaided. No one tells you how to
navigate the relationship you have with your
mother who happens to be the most dedicated
and toxic person in your life.
After an assault and suicide attempt this
spring, my mother proposed a plan. Come live
with her in Weston, Florida for the summer
to focus on my mental health before moving
elsewhere. Its manicured lawns and rich
suburban air is the antithesis of my upbringing
in Miami. But the offer was tempting. I had
been living in Chicago for 8 years, and while
I made some valuable friendships, I could
never call the city home. Chicago became a
wasteland for me of working multiple jobs and
never finding a sense of community. I have no
friends, no job, no connections in Weston. But
the allure of focusing on my mental health and
getting back on track was potent. I accepted.
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Memory#2:
It is the day after my mother’s 51st birthday.
I try to focus on tactile things around me.
The weight of my light pink coat over my
shoulders. The sturdiness of the bus seat
beneath me. The Lincoln Park streets that
curve and bend and dip as I head to work.
But I am cracking and what’s spilling forth
is getting the attention of strangers around
me. Their whispers and stares cut me deeply.
I sit on a ledge near work for twenty
minutes rocking back and forth. But I
can’t go in. Not like this. A crying mess
whose hands turn to fists on instinct. I
pound my fists against my face and things
and I make a plan.
I am going to kill myself today.
Memory skips, blackens, curdles.
I get on and off various buses. I write
letters to my mentor, three good friends,
my mother.
I am standing on the edge of the Western
Blue Line L platform ready to jump. Tears
run down my face. The words I wrote to my
mother ring in my head in a loop.
‘Dear Mom, I know this isn’t the
belated birthday present you deserve. I can’t
go on. I am sorry I wasn’t a better daughter.’
April 8th was the day after my mother’s
birthday, and nine days before mine, and
undoubtedly one of the darkest days I have
ever experienced. It only dawns on me later, in
my friend’s car as I stare out the window and
meekly thank him for picking me up, that a
few years prior I was at the Western Blue Line
after nearly being admitted into the mental
hospital for another suicide attempt.
Since being in Weston I have found
myself watching films like ‘Rebecca’,
‘Whatever Happened to Baby Jane?’ and
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‘Suddenly Last Summer’ with a fevered
sense of need. I need to connect, to see
myself, to find communion with unreal
women who know the texture of madness.
I learned at a young age that my mother
would never be the mother I wanted so
desperately so I created a pantheon of
mothers, sisters, and friends out of the most
fertile ground I knew: cinema.
Fresh out of the theater in 2010 after
seeing ‘Black Swan’ for the first time, I
knew I had another cinematic woman to
hold conversation with. As the perfection
obsessed ballerina, mentally breaking under
the pressure of the most important moment
of her young career, Nina Sayers is the
most acute image of an Ophelia on film in
recent memory. As Nina, Natalie Portman
is beautiful in the frail sort of way many
cinematic Ophelias are. Her body winnowed
and thin, her eyes large and angelic in her
angular face. There is something tubercular
about her as if her beauty is touched
by illness. All the women around Nina
operate as mirrors, they are doppelgangers
communicating various destinies for women
in her world. But no mirror is more powerful
than her mother.
Nina’s mother, Erica (Barbara Hershey),
loves her daughter in the particular way
only mothers painfully unfulfilled in their
youth can. The architecture of her face with
its pinched smile holds both jealousy, love,
anger, and regret whenever she looks at
Nina. She infantilizes Nina who has little
conception of adulthood, identity, and
sexuality. When I watch the way Erica looks
at Nina, I think of the way my mother looks
at me when she thinks I am not aware.
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Sometimes I catch my mother looking
at me as if I am a ghost, as if she is unsure
I am really here. I wonder if this ghostdaughter she sees is the physical haunting of
her second marriage with my father? Am I
the embodiment of her youthful mistakes?
Or do I remind her too much of my younger
brother, who hasn’t spoken to either of us
in over four years, and blames my madness
for the distance he always felt? Or is she

mourning the daughter I never grew up to
be? A daughter less radical, more obedient,
and God fearing? A daughter untouched by
my madness or less willing to embrace it?
When I tell my mother I want to get
madwoman tattooed on my right forearm,
she winces. ‘Black Swan’ reminds me of how
daughters and mothers operate as mirrors
for each other reflecting shared and inflicted
hurts until you’re unsure who inflicted what.
Nina Sayers reaches her lofty goal
of perfection and finds the same fate as
Ophelia. She becomes the Black Swan
killing herself in the process. A confused
suicide for the sake of freedom and art.
It is important to flesh out the real and
unreal Ophelias. Letting them take
ownership of their voices and autonomy
and complications. These Zelda Fitzgeralds
and Nina Sayers and Sylvia Plaths may
be powerful in reworking this particular
myth of female madness but can’t there be
something more than tragic ends? In the
1941 film ‘Now, Voyager’, Bette Davis
gives women a far more radical
way to deal with mental illness:
recover.
Memory#3:
It is a surprisingly warm
January evening in Chicago,
relatively speaking. Outside
Wasabi in Logan Square.
My mother says something
pointed after an argument has
been mounting. I sling back
more venom than required,
“Do you know how
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many times I have written suicide letters
in my head when I am around you?” I am
too manic, too on edge to see how many
strangers are staring back at us. We are two
black women speaking different languages,
our wounds bleeding upon the concrete.
In ‘Now, Voyager’ Bette Davis plays
Charlotte Vale, the 30-something spinster
aunt of a rich, powerful Boston family. She
has gone mad under the controlling gaze of
her mother. She is at the edge of a nervous
breakdown. She lives in a gilded cage unable
to make sense of her growing depression

powerful under the brim of her hat. When
her mother finally dies leaving Charlotte
more money and power than she would ever
need to continue her independence away
from the institution of marriage, we cheer.
When Charlotte operates as a surrogate
mother for Tina, the preteen daughter of
her married lover, we witness Charlotte act
as the mother she always needed. Charlotte
is kind, affectionate, giving Tina enough
room to become her own person, and radical
enough in her approach to what it means to
be a modern woman to inspire. As Charlotte

and anxiety until she finds help through
psychiatry. Madness physically manifests in
Charlotte in the form of her unmanicured
brows, dowdy clothing, downcast eyes, and
shaking hands.
Unlike Nina Sayers she has her own
identity separate from her mother that
she hides in the darkened corners of her
room. Psychiatry and independence give
her the tools to remake herself in her own
image. Bette Davis has never looked more
luminous on film than when we see the
transformed Charlotte Vale tilting her
head up to the sun, her gaze curious and

Vale, Bette Davis is the mother I always
wish I had.
She offers an alternative way to live
with mental illness: to survive. But I don’t
have the riches that allow Charlotte her
valued independence. And I don’t have
Nina Sayers’ frail beauty that offers a very
different, more tragic arc. I prefer to write
an ending of my own.
It isn’t lost on me that these cinematic
narratives of female madness provide no
parallels for women of colour like me. There
is no history of mental illness in my mother’s
family. And my father’s family is mostly a
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mystery to me. I have no other women of
colour in my real life to discuss an aspect of
my identity I constantly wrestle with.
In creating this cinematic sisterhood
I am reminded of how few options black
women have of seeing themselves vulnerable
on screen let alone grappling with mental
illness. If Ophelia and her ilk are derided
in modern society for how their madness
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is viewed as performative, I have noticed
the exact opposite in my own life. Only the
closest people in my personal life have seen
me breakdown. I tend to project an image of
resilience and strength, a defense mechanism
of sorts. But I have noticed that people
expect me to act out my madness. It is as if
my struggle isn’t real to people unless I am
loudly, garishly falling apart.

The bruises I give myself are silent pleas
for help. There is a deep purple bruise on
my right arm, my mother hasn’t mentioned
it. Hurting myself this way with clenched
fists to yielding flesh is a way to speak about
my pain. A constellation of bruises as the
physical language of my madness. I thought
they would communicate what my words
could not: I need help. I need support. I am
not a victim, but being a survivor doesn’t
mean I am not vulnerable. Even though I
realize as an adult it is more important to
speak my pain than force it to manifest on
my body, that doesn’t stop me from hitting
myself when I am in particularly dark places.
Bruising myself also means I could live up
to the stringent aesthetics of my mother.
Bruises fade, the scars from a blade do not.
My cinematic sisterhood may be
redemptive, instructive but they are still in
the realm of fantasy. I can’t call Nina Sayers
to discuss the constrictions of our mother’s
gazes. I can’t turn to Charlotte Vale for a hug. I
can’t ask these imaginary women for advice or
true friendship. We can’t bear witness to each
other’s pain. But my mother can.
She’ll help me drive from Chicago
to South Florida all my belongings and
cat in tow. But she will bring up painful
memories as a way to gauge how fresh my
scars remain. She won’t ever say I love you
or be affectionate until she is in the presence
of her friends as if to assuage their beliefs
on why she’s estranged from my brother.
She’ll tell me I’m going to hell because I don’t
worship her god and in the next breath credit
her prayer for why I didn’t kill myself this time

or the next. She’ll say my illness isn’t anything
to be ashamed of and the next day insult me
for having an episode, as if it is a choice, a
compulsion I can turn off anytime. She’ll try to
own my pain, as if she was the one at thirteen
and sixteen who slept between thin white sheets
in a cold mental hospital holding onto the
hope of storytelling to get through each day.
One day soon I hope to find the
appropriate emotional and physical distance
from my mother. I’ll continue to hold onto
tiny joys until I am able to fully move into
the next chapter of my life in a city I can call
home. I don’t think I’ll ever forget the way
my mother treats my madness. But maybe I
can learn to forgive her. n
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GARBAGE BAGS
Clea Chiller
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SINKING FEELING
Lillie Hochwender
I’ve tried holding my head
above the briny froth
like milk foam
but if I miss a breath
I’m twelve feet under
again and holding my arms
up, hoping holiday visitors
will help me, but
they just tell me it’s easy
to stop drowning.
How I am self-centered and how
if I looked at the sky
(where the clouds are cyanide white
in a cerulean mouth) I’d be fine
and stop ruining everything. Instead
I’m a holiday-hating
Opheliac who asked for this.
So I hide in my bed
of kelp-covered stones,
away from the
squid-fingered hands
that push me back
under the foam. n
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DISORDERED EATING
Ed
Alina Tang
artwork by Haejin Park
It’s Thanksgiving. Our dining table
is covered with my favorite foods – a
mishmash of Chinese and traditional
American dishes including hong shao
rou, sweet potato casserole, and my mom’s
infamous steamed buns. I smile as I help
pour the drinks and prepare myself for the
meal ahead.
At the table, I seem bright, chipper even.
I’m smiling, joking with my parents and
my sister. Beneath the small talk, though,
I’ve already begun punishing myself. You
fat piece of trash, control yourself ! I say in
my head. However, I reach for more. Fine.
I’ll just enjoy myself now and deal with it
later, I think to myself. It’s just one meal,
easy to take care of in the bathroom after
dessert. Once I finally take my last bite and
put my plates away, I excuse myself, eager to
get straight to the task. I tell my family I’m
taking a shower, so I turn on the vent in the
bathroom, a trick I’ve been using for years.
Throwing up was not something I did often
– I was more of a starvation kind of girl.
Though I highly respected those who were
willing to deal with puke on a regular basis.
In fact, I actually admired them. The part I
hated most about purging was the fact that
it made my knees hurt. No, I didn’t hate the
fact that I was forcing my body to expunge
food my mother so painstakingly made for
me. I didn’t hate the fact that I was ridding
myself of nutrients necessary for survival.
And I barely considered the fact that I was
screwing up my stomach lining and creating
acid stains on my teeth.
145
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It was just that the rug so inconveniently
made my knees hurt.
Living with an eating disorder is just
that; it’s irrational, overwhelming. I was no
longer living my life for myself but for Ed (a
euphemism I use in reference to my eating
disorder). He told me I wasn’t thin enough –
good enough – to eat this or that, or to skip
a workout to hang out with my friends. But
sometimes, on really good days, Ed would
give me a break. He’d bargain with me: if
you run for X amount of time and only eat
X amount of food for dinner, you can go eat
one bite of dessert with your friends tonight.
And if I didn’t follow his rules, Ed erupted
like a volcano. His lava spewed over every
aspect of my life; my mood collapsed, my
relationship with my parents suffered as a
result, and my social life dwindled. This was
Ed’s way of punishing my worthless, goodfor-nothing self. Why? Because I ate a piece
of cake. A damn good piece of cake.
Six years after my onset of anorexia in
sixth grade, I finally sought help. By that
time, Ed had driven me to the point of
almost complete withdrawal. I was sinking
into a hole of depression, and I’d spend
nights crying over the fact that I had no
idea how not to just keep digging myself
deeper and deeper. Everywhere I turned,
there was something to remind me of what
I should and should not be eating (usually
it was what I should not be eating, since Ed
let me consume very few things, including
– but not limited to – carrots, nonfat Greek
yogurt, and apples). My day revolved around
my workout, which was to occur Monday
through Friday when I got home from
school. I’d spend my school day dreading
those two hours, then force myself to change
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and hop on the treadmill when I got home,
regardless of any fatigue. I kept this up,
because a workout skipped = a meal skipped,
and I did still enjoy eating. It’s like Ed used
minutes exercising as currency for quantity
of food allotted. What an ingenious way
of controlling someone’s life. I’d often run
until I was dizzy, since that’s what made Ed
happiest. Then, when I looked in the mirror
and saw my protruding ribs, Ed was thrilled.
So was I.
--------Recovery was an inevitably difficult
process. With the help of a team of
therapists, a psychiatrist, nutritionist, and
a doctor, I began freeing myself from this
beautifully crafted death trap into which
I had woven myself. Seriously, Ed was
perfectly engineered to kill me. My eating
disorder knew how to access and exploit
every piece of my mind. Like a virus, my
anorexia employed my body as its own. I
was merely a host, giving it ammunition
to spread itself further and further within
myself. The more I tried to stop it, it seemed,
the more intensely it would bark back, and
the harder I would succumb. The beginning
of recovery was difficult—seemingly
impossible, rather. After all, anorexia was
not just my disease; it was my life. Every
part of me was a living (though barely)
advertisement for anorexia, just the way Ed
wanted it. I was brainwashed by my disease.
During recovery, I had to completely
adjust my lifestyle, to relearn how to take
care of myself. I was no longer allowed to
exercise, as my heart had shrunk and was
too weak to beat faster than my resting
heart rate. I had to add carbs, both simple
and complex, back into my diet. And I had

to allow myself to eat dessert—real dessert,
not just fruit or some diet sad-excuse-fordessert shit to which I’d become accustomed
(dates and Greek yogurt DO NOT belong
in cake and cookies!). Some days were
both physically and mentally exhausting,
as they would consist of an ongoing battle
between Ed and me. Between, You better
not reach for that snack, fat ass. You’re gonna
bloat like a whale, and, My body needs these
nutrients. I deserve to eat this. I want to eat
this, therefore I will. Of course, Ed won this
battle more often than not at the beginning.
But somehow, miraculously, the ratio of
Ed’s victories to mine began shrinking until
he was merely a whisper, as opposed to a
foghorn. It became easier to reason my way
out of Ed’s commands and into my own
body’s needs.
I began experiencing hunger again. Like,
real hunger—hanger, even. I began going
out with my friends again and eating Kerbey
queso (an Austin favorite). I began not
feeling guilty for not working out. I began
– gasp – eating ice cream on days I did not
do so much as walk from my room to the
study. What is happening to you? Ed would
say to me. You are getting humungous. I can
barely look at you. But I’ve learned to ignore
these comments. As a result, both my body
and my brain began working better. Usually,
when one thinks of starvation, the first
thing that comes to mind is the toll it takes
on the body. People rarely think about how
deprivation of nutrients affects the brain. As
I began to nourish myself again, I gained
better focus, more energy, and a better mood
in general.
I’ve almost forgotten what life without
an active Ed is like. And I say “active”

because I believe I will always have an Ed.
I might never get rid of his commentary,
but I’ll learn to cope with it, to not allow
it to interfere with my life. Life without
having to obey a stupid little demon voice
inside your head constantly telling you to –
essentially – kill yourself, is pretty liberating.
I can hear my own thoughts again, and – to
my surprise – most of them don’t involve
food, calories, or working out. Without Ed
taking up so much of my mind, I can focus
on more important things, like school, my
relationships, and what makes me happy.
Just as importantly, without an active Ed,
I’ve realized how incredible my body is. It’s
amazing, really. All human bodies are in that
they’re the ultimate machine – masterpieces,
really. Our hearts beat 115,000 times in a
day. Our lungs expand 3,000 times in an
hour. Our nerves send signals to our brain
in just fractions of a millisecond. So, to my
body, I’m sorry. I’m sorry for neglecting you.
I’m sorry I violated your trust. And most of
all, I’m sorry for depriving you of breadsticks
and Ben and Jerry’s for so long.
As I recover now, I’m beginning to see
the weight I’ve put on. I went to the doctor
today and almost gasped at the number on
the scale. Days like this are hard, so hard
that I even browsed diet pills at Walgreens,
though I didn’t end up purchasing any. I
know that I’m healthy now, and this is the
happiest I’ve ever been, so what’s a number
on a scale to ruin that for me?
Well, honestly, I don’t know.
--------I was once told to write about my anger.
‘Cause I’m pretty fucking angry. Angry at
my body, at myself. How could I let myself get
like this? I – no, Ed – says to me. Recovery
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sucks in that it’s a constant duel between my
rational self and my anything-but-rational
eating disorder. At every waking moment, I’m
playing tug-of-war in my brain:
You’re fat/No, Ed. I’m healthy.
You’re hideous/No, Ed. You’re wrong.
You’re undesirable/No, Ed. I’m loved.
You’re a goddamn failure/No, Ed. This is
the most successful I’ve ever been.
No, Ed. No, Ed. NO, Ed.
Fighting with my anorexia is exhausting.
Not only that, but recovering is a lot more
tiring than I expected. If only emotional
distress burned calories, Ed thinks. Then
you’d be tiny. I’m frustrated, overwhelmed,
distraught, and even panicky at times.
Sometimes I want to purge. Sometimes
I want to run until my heart stops. But
sometimes – though not often – I’m proud
of where I’ve come. I hate that I feel fat. I
hate that healthy to me seems overweight. I
hate that I care so much, that I’ve become so
attuned to how my body looks and feels. But
my eating disorder has also taught me how
to listen to my body in a way I was never
before able to; I’ve learned that my body
speaks to me, and that it’s willing to work
with me, not against me, contrary to Ed’s
beliefs. My body wants me to live, whereas
my eating disorder wants nothing more than
to kill me. So why don’t I let Ed go?
My anorexia has become a part of me.
It’s like if you have two different colours of
Play-Doh and squish them together, the
more you mess with them, the harder it is
to separate the red from the blue. Ed made
me purple. At my worst point, I couldn’t tell
which voice was Ed’s and which was mine;
it was all purple. Now, as I work so hard to
distill the colors, I’m beginning to see some
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distinct red and blue again. I just need to
learn to ignore the red and listen to the blue.
--------You’re worthless. You look pregnant. No one
likes fat girls like you. You should be more like
that photoshopped cover model. That dress really
accentuates your huge stomach. Fat fat fat fat
is all you are. By the time you’re out of college,
you’re going to have your own TLC show: “The
Two-Ton Alina”. You should just stick to celery
from now on. Ew, you’re bloated. I can’t even
look at you. You’re disgusting. You don’t deserve
that pastry. You don’t deserve food in general.
Um, is that cake? None for you, fat ass. Oh,
you’re full? You should’ve listened to me when
I told you to skip breakfast, lunch, and dinner.
Go throw up, fatso. You’re getting uglier by
the day. Good luck ever finding someone who
thinks you’re attractive. You’re reverting back
to your childhood self – the fat one, remember?
Remember how much you hated that? Don’t
worry, if you listen to me, everything will be
better. We’ll start with breakfast; all you have to
do is skip it. Then lunch, then dinner. I wouldn’t
want you to be fat and unhappy; I’m looking
out for you.
Oh, if I had a penny for the number of
times Ed told me he knew what was best
for me, I’d have been on Forbes by the time
I was 14.
My eating disorder is a siren. When
it first begun, getting thin and “fit” was
more than appealing. So what if that meant
cutting some calories? So what if that meant
shrinking my heart? All that mattered was
that I was thin, because, you know, thin is
beautiful (sarcasm sarcasm). Anorexia took
me under its wing, made me its faithful
student. Everything Ed told me, I believed.
Ed said he was there to save me, to make me

happy, successful. Ed made me believe that
he actually cared about my wellbeing.
Recently, I feel like I’ve struggled more
with Ed than I did during the peak of my
disease. At least back then, I had a routine
– I knew what to do and when to do it.
Now, I’m constantly trying to “fix” myself. It
involves exponentially more thought, more
rationale. At this point, I often think about
giving up and just letting Ed win.
-------On bad days, I blame Chinese culture
for ruining my life. Without relatives
constantly calling me fat as a child, I am
99% certain I would not have developed
an eating disorder. I truly believe that, no
matter how hard I try, I’ll always resent that
part of my upbringing. I blame Chinese
culture for how much I’ve struggled with
my appearance, for how much I’ve HATED
myself and still do sometimes. CALLING
SOMEONE FAT IS NOT THE SAME
AS CALLING HIM/HER CUTE. I’m
livid and repulsed by those who find it okay
to screw with a child’s perception of him/
herself like that. People should know better.
Even if they mean no harm (which I’m sure
they don’t), they should know to THINK
BEFORE THEY SPEAK. People need
to think about how their words may affect
others. Words cannot express how my heart
goes out to all those individuals in China –
and anywhere else – who suffer from eating
disorders because their family thinks it’s
okay to explicitly comment on their weight.
I can’t even explain how much it angers me
that many of these eating disorder-causing
culprits don’t even consider eating disorders
a true illness. “Go eat a sandwich, and you’ll
be fine,” they say.

However, I know my family didn’t mean
any harm. They – like the majority of us –
just didn’t understand.
-------Breaking free from Ed means breaking
free from the stigma that thin is beautiful. It
means realizing that six-pack does not equal
success. That dress size does not correlate
with my quality as an individual. My success
in life cannot be defined by my weight. It
cannot be measured by my body mass index.
Most importantly, relinquishing Ed means
learning to respect myself again.
I’m not saying that I live by these ideas
yet – I’m not perfect. There are days when
I would much rather have a small dress
size than a large IQ. But I’m trying so, so
hard to remind myself of truth. The truth
is that weight is just a number. That fat is a
necessary means of energy storage for the
human body. The truth is that the only thing
Ed will help me do is dig my own grave. n
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trich
Everything’s Major:
An interview with comic
artist Sara Lautman
Interview conducted by Bethany Lamont

As I write this my scalp is bloody from hair
pulling. I have tried hat wearing,pony-tail
styling and good old fashioned guilt tripping
but I cannot stop ripping my hair out. And that
embarrasses me. Like a lot. It pains me more
to admit that my hair looks flat and patch-y
after a hair wash than it does to think piece
about suicide. It humiliates me more to visit a
hairdresser and have them inspect my damage
than to cry in public or whatever. Trich is ugly.
And I don’t want to be ugly. I want you to like
me. Any number of sins can be excused as long
as they are aesthetically pleasing. And I fucked
up by not being the pretty kind of sick, my trich
living in conversation with my own funky
physical health to create a distinct brand of Not
Cute. It kinda feels like a contradiction that
people on Instagram or whatever say they like
my hair? That they wish there’s was as thick and
curly. But a woman’s self destruction is raciaised
so the compliments I get for my hair and my desire
to destroy my hair are one and the same y’kno?
So yeah, trich sucks, everything sucks, but
Sara Lautman, the comic superstar creator
very much does not. Her work on memory,
moomins and mental health have appeared in
a bunch of neat places including Jezebel, The
Hair Pin, The Rumpus, she runs the zine series
Macrogroan, collaborated with Sheila Heti
to create the cut up story piece ‘The Humble
Simple Thing’ and her comic on trich is my
favourite thing ever. We talked about selfdestruction, stigma and Charlie Brown and
it was super cool and awesome so maybe the
world isn’t entirely awful after all.
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Bethany Lamont: Comics (and actually
beyond that cartoons and picture
books too) are so good for expressing
the impossibility of trauma and the
ridculousness of mental illness. Like
whether that’s Peanuts (I love your self
portrait as Charlie Brown picture by
the way!), Rory Hayes, Nekojiru, or that
Robert Crumb documentary that took
me like a week to recover from. What is it
about the genre that lends itself so well to
that stuff ?
Sara Lautman: I’m not sure exactly,
although I know what you mean. Maybe
it has to do partially with the advantages
of the medium and partially with the
temperament of the artist. Different artists
have their own unique advantages and
tools. All the artists you mention here deal
with showing pain differently.
For Rory Hayes the writing of pain
is more expressionistic, and the comfort
element seems to be in mark making.
With Peanuts, the expression of pain is
humor and the comfort element seems to
be in somehow getting through or around
the isolation of that pain to some kind of
fellowship. All the characters in Peanuts are
defined through their unique weaknesses
and problems. Linus needs his blanket.
Lucy’s love is unreciprocated, and she is
cruel. Sally hates school. Charlie Brown is
Charlie Brown. Humor is a magic flute that
lets people connect with one another in the
midst of pain.
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Crumb, I think is a little different,
because he is both a mark maker and a
humorist. He needs a lot of comfort. This
is probably the category I identify most
with. There’s a Lynda Barry quote about
how being bored feels like “a cheese grater
on your face” but then at least if you’re
doodling, it’s like “sandpaper on your face”.
It’s a little bit better.
BL: The murkiness of memory is a
recurring theme in your work and as a
mentally ill woman who struggles with
experiences of unreality, trauma and
dissasociation I struggle with this in my
work so much! I question the validity of
everything I experience which in turn
makes me not want to fix it in a static space
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like art and writing. Is this doubt and
weirdness something you embrace or is it
still a struggle?
SL: Embrace. I’m not writing any memoir
comics right now, so it hasn’t been a big issue
recently, but I think that the adjustments
my mind makes in memory are interesting.
I like them. The most interesting is the
difference between what I think happened
and what someone else thinks happened.
If I have access to someone else’s version
of something, I want it. That’s the best case
– getting multiple versions of a memory.
But I don’t feel harassed by a need to “get
the truth”. I’m a bad journalist. I suppose it
is always a low frequency struggle, but the
struggle is the fun. (Or the point/journey however you like to think of it.)

BL: I know you’ve written about
queerness and comics before-queer is
an identity I go back and forth with
but that’s another story haha-and I
was wondering if you consider comics
themselves to be a queer medium?
SL: Comics and queerness are the same
in some ways – but I feel like I need to be
more specific about the comparison. Comics
used to be marginalized, now they’ve been
accepted as a valid, even prestigious, art
form. Creating an assimilation analogy
between comics and queerness feels
misplaced to me. Comics aren’t people.
Comics makers (and readers and publishers
and editors and everyone) are people.
Underground publishing, feminist comics,
and showing lived queer experience through
the medium of comics had real influence on
the lives of real gay and trans people.
I guess at this point I’m excited and
fascinated by ways in which queer comics
makers helped us (and by “us” I mostly mean
“other queer comics makers”) live another
day, to make more comics, and be more gay.
I’m less interested in formal qualities of the
medium that might let us call it “queer” –
like, a neither/nor quality of comics being “a
third thing” is interesting, but not the coolest
part of how reading or making comics relate
to being a dyke or genderqueer or trans. All
the queer cartoonists I know are engaged in
very personal, socially inclined work! I sense
that the queer comics world is not bloodless,
or obsessed with formalism. It’s all genre
mashups, autobio, porn, deeply invested
research projects. It’s great. The opposite of
bloodless. Bloody.

BL: You point out in your comic ‘The
Itch II’ that “trich is a disease that makes
you destroy a highly commodified part
of your body” which makes me think of
the media sterotype of fetishised white
sick girls. As a mentally ill woman there’s
an expectation of prettiness and like...
blondeness, that our struggles are a
visual cue for some random dude and
trich seems to work against that myth of
mental illness as an exaggerated version
of some fantasy idea of femininity.
SL: Exactly! That’s why it’s so unwelcome.
Because it’s very difficult to spin or
reposition as something that flatters a male
gaze point of view. What would a way to do
that be? The career woman so driven that
she has plucked herself bald. If the ultimate
male construction of acceptable female
mental illness is a depressed waif, maybe the
archetype that follows anxiety and action is
much more threatening. It’s more active.
BL: In ‘The Itch II” you say that “trich is
defined by its stigma” that it’s “so utterly
untalked about that its support culture
is defined by shame”. I’ve been thinking
a lot this for this issue of Doll Hospital,
why there are certain parts of my mental
health I’m embarrassed about and like it’s
so bizarre I’ve written about suicide and
extreme trauma a bunch of times, but for
some reason I draw the line at trich?! And
it’s like....??????
SL: Totally. I was nervous about making that
trich comic. I think making it in pictures –
and this goes back to your first question – let
me feel safer than I would if I had just been
writing text. The illustrations are sort of a
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diversion from the text, which feels much
more intimate to me. I’m not really sure
why. Maybe because writing represents
a processed version of my thoughts, and
drawings are a purer, more complete
expression of my id? It’s ironic that I
should feel more protected exposing a
“pure id” thing.
I think the real exposure, the real risk, is
in people seeing the choices that I’ve made
in editing and writing text. That’s scary.
With drawings, it’s more like, well! Here’s
my gross mind! Can’t help it! Of course, that
distinction has a lot to do with my personal
attitudes toward writing and drawing.
BL: It’s so true that the movie Young
Adult is the only media depiction of
trich anyone is aware of. I’m actually
making a documentary on movies and
representations of mental illness with my
friends Cat and Claire so we’re sifting
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through a ton of misrepresentations of
particular mental health narratives but
like with trich there doesn’t seem to be
ANYTHING!? Why do you think that is?
SL: I know! I could not believe it when I
saw that movie. Diablo Cody is great, and
a brave writer for doing that. There are
so many reasons trich is invisible. From a
writer or filmmaker’s perspective, I imagine
that pulling in trich would be scary because
showing something so socially loaded
without precedent is a lot of pressure.
Plus, like you noted before, even within
the secret society of trich, the conversations
center around shame. So even the safe
spaces, for all the considerable good they do,
reinforce closeting. It’s really bad.
BL: On a practical note do you have any
advice on dealing with trich? Whether
that’s resources of organizations or just like
random things you’ve found to be useful?

SL: I’m not up on the current strategies. I
did try taking that supplement called NAC
– I have the bottle right here, it still has
some pills in it. Let’s see. NAC stands for
N-acetyl Cistene. It might be snake oil. I
read a bunch of testimonials and the results
of an iffy study from the U of Minnesota
before I bought it. It was like seventeen
bucks. It’s supposed to help “curb unwanted
behaviors” so that could mean anything - a
placebo effect is definitely part of the story
here. I tried it for like two or three months
and then I started forgetting to take it.
I should have kept a journal while I was
taking it because I can’t remember if it
worked or not.
I haven’t really found an effective way to
really get control of it. So far, my problem
hasn’t been consistently intense. It gets worse
when I’m very anxious about something. It
was worse when I had a car. I’d always be at
it when I was driving.

BL: How do you keep on creating art when
struggling with mental illness? Because a
combination of shame, self loathing and
zero motivation to even get out of bed
means I never seem to do anything? How
do you do it?!
SL: Back when I started drawing seriously,
every day, I did because it helped. I’m
grateful that I’m able to spend as much time
drawing as I do in my life now. At this point,
there’s a greater momentum and investment
behind the whole enterprise, so pushing
myself to make work is not the difficult
part. As for the rest, it was a learning curve.
Daily exercise is major, eating food that
doesn’t make you feel awful is major, getting
enough sleep, major. If you use meds (I do),
managing that is major. Seeing friends is
very major. Everything’s major. n
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Anne Boyer

Ethar Hamid

Always falling into a hole, then saying “ok, this is not your grave, get out
of this hole,” getting out of the hole which is not the grave, falling into
a hole again, saying “ok, this is also not your grave, get out of this hole,”
getting out of that hole, falling into another one; sometimes falling into
a hole within a hole, or many holes within holes, getting out of them one
after the other, then falling again, saying “this is not your grave, get out of
the hole”; sometimes being pushed, saying “you can not push me into this
hole, it is not my grave,” and getting out defiantly, then falling into a hole
again without any pushing; sometimes falling into a set of holes whose
structures are predictable, ideological, and long dug, often falling into this set
of structural and impersonal holes; sometimes falling into holes with other
people, with other people, saying “this is not our mass grave, get out of this
hole,” all together getting out of the hole together, hands and legs and arms
and human ladders of each other to get out of the hole that is not the mass
grave but that will only be gotten out of together; sometimes the willfulfalling into a hole which is not the grave because it is easier than not falling
into a hole really, but then once in it, realizing it is not the grave, getting out
of the hole eventually; sometimes falling into a hole and languishing there
for days, weeks, months, years, because while not the grave it is very difficult,
still, to climb out of and you know after this hole there’s just another and
another; sometimes surveying the landscape of holes and wishing for a high
quality final hole; sometimes thinking of who has fallen into holes which
are not graves but might be better if they were; sometimes too ardently
contemplating the final hole while trying to avoid the provisional ones;
sometimes dutifully falling and getting out, with perfect fortitude, saying
“look at the skill and spirit with which I rise from that which resembles the
grave but isn’t!” n
First published in ‘Lies Volume 2’
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Cassie: I think there is some strange
imagined discourse that to speak about
mental health is to still remain quirky,
cute, and endearing as a non-cis dude (esp
if you’re a cis woman who is white/white
passing). I don’t know if that is still bc of the
romanticization of mental health or because
of the people on the internet themselves.

Super Stigma Shame
Spiral: What parts of
mental health are too
‘bad’ to talk about?
Cassie Osei, Rose Lyddon, Bethany Lamont,
Eline Van den Broeck, Alaina Leary, Emily Taylor

Beth: I mentioned this to Cat but I’d like
our group discussion for issue 3 to be on the
stigmatised sides of mental illness, whether
that’s self harm or psychosis, there are certain
parts of mental health that have greater shame
and stigma and it’d be good to unpack that! I
posted a short light-hearted thing on twitter
about my psychosis and I lost literally like
20 followers (which is funny as like people
follow me because I’m a mental health person
so...) and like I’ve been thinking about these
ideas of acceptability and presentability
and respectability a whole bunch! It’s weird
like I do all these interviews and stuff but
a lot of people don’t know I’m a paranoid
schizophrenic and like I don’t think that fits
into their cute vision lol.
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Eline: I also feel like maybe there’s a part
to be discussed, but it’s SO SO layered
and difficult to unpack, about the “burden”
you bring to others whether your friends/
partner/parents/whatever. Of course it’s
not really a “burden” per se, but it def feels
like it to us and that’s not good. I feel really
ashamed in all and any relationships about
this and the countless articles that are like
‘How to Take Care of Your Mentally Ill Pet’
I mean basically... they treat us like defunct
accessories in these think pieces).
Shame and mental illness for me is self
harm and also what some lovingly call ‘hysteric
episodes’ where I am beside myself/lose total
control, hurt people, throwing things... like
total tantrums, scratching my face, telling
people quite frankly some emotionally
manipulative stuff etc. Basically I am riddled
with shame about all of this and I am ready for
this discussion.
Beth: Yes to all of this! Especially the shame
thing! In the past few months or so I’ve been
especially thinking about specific symptoms
and diagnoses that are stigmatised and
how that affects/reflects on mental health
dialogue. By that I mean I can write about
depressive things and be praised but if I
write about being psychotic I am rejected.
Certain mental illnesses have different

stigmas, mental health is not a monolith and
I think this needs to be discussed.
And yes re your second point eline! That
is exactly the kind of thing I’m thinking
about I get people are keen to make mental
illness ‘non-scary’ and ‘non-hostile’ but like
I have legitimate paranoia and get obsessed
that strangers are going to murder me, I
have severe hallucinations, sometimes I
think there are people in the walls, there was
a week where I had a very vivid, very cliché,
delusional episode where I thought I was
Jesus Christ himself. Coz what about those
of us who are going thru the kind of mental
health that makes bad PR y’kno?
Of course it goes without saying (or
at least I hope it does!) that as mentally ill
people we should always be accountable for
our actions. For me my delusions of grandeur/
general psychosis have made me very selfcentered in the past, and I literally had to be
sat down and told how intolerable I was being,
which I’m grateful for as like I have that in
check now! I just try and unpack it in my DH
essays! Coz like an explanation for being kind
of an asshole is not an excuse for being kind of
an asshole and all that.
However, I think to truly deal with
elements of mental illness that do impact
others around us in negative ways we need
to reduce the stigma of ‘all mentally ill
people are horrible manipulative monsters’
who should be excommunicated or whatever.
Because we’re so keen to not be that
stereotype and be like ‘look we’re so great
and perfect’ it’s easier to just like ignore or
deny the selfish, intolerable things we are
capable of doing. Or to completely isolate
those with mental health experiences that
are associated with that stereotype. It needs
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to be less stigmatized so that we can admit
that we’re shitty company sometimes. Once
that stigma is cleared we can see our actions
more clearly, be accountable for them
and get the treatment we need. Having
accountability for our behaviour isn’t ableist,
for me anyway it feels like I actually have
agency and am not just this hopeless case to
be given up on?
Alaina: I think people definitely stigmatize
certain disorders and behaviors more than
others. I always felt more “respected” by
people when I needed something for my
mental health, because I’ve never lived with
stigmatized mental health issues. They were
mainly related to losing my mom young, being
bullied and going through a rape. People
could clearly see “the cause” which I think is a
HUGE part of it.
In other words, I’ve had a lot more trouble
having symptoms of my autism accepted by
peers because they can’t see a cause or “get it.”
They can help when I’m having a panic attack
because a party reminded me of my rape, or
when I’m crying because it’s my moms death
anniversary, but they don’t understand what
causes an autistic meltdown or shutdown.
People see me as just being lazy in situations
where I physically cannot speak to others
and need someone to call for pizza, when in
actuality it’s because of sensory overload that
my functions have shut down and I forget how
to do normal things. It’s hard to get people
to see that side of it and I know autism is
actually a disability/developmental disorder
not a mental illness but people treat it like its
a mental illness sometimes tbh or think that
it is one.
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Emily: I feel like often times there are
people who stigmatize any illness they can’t
develop a savior complex for. Particularly
in romantic relationships, some people get
drawn to the “troubled” person they can
“save” by just being there for them (some
forms of anxiety, depression), but things like
autism or schizophrenia don’t evoke the same
overly romanticized images ... is this making
sense??? I’ve been thinking about this a lot,
particularly the trope of the sad boy/girl that
the main character tries to “save”, and it’s
always something like depression or anxiety.
It’s benevolent ableism i guess?? As opposed
to the blatant, vicious ableism that things like
Tourette’s, psychosis, etc. experience.
Alaina: I agree completely Emily! I also
despise that kind of thinking because I
think it’s so dangerous. It applies to physical
disabilities too because my friend who uses
a wheelchair has this problem with guys
who think they can “help” her and have this
complex about like holding doors for her and
helping her physically it’s really disgusting. I
also feel this kind of ableism and stigma often
comes from how “severe” people perceive
the illness or disability to be, if someone has
anxiety that others can’t see, they assume it’s
a cute and quirky issue and it’s like that trope
you discussed, whereas if someone has an
anxiety or psychosis symptoms that are more
visible to others they are like “agh why can’t
you just control this / stay away / wtf ” it’s really
awful. People want the “good” (feeling like they
can save someone) but not the bad.

Eline: Yes, Emily that does ring true but I
think there’s often also behind that fear, denial
and just... a tiredness, wanting to turn away
because most people can’t wrap their heads
around it. I’ve seen several ppl close to me
basically freeze and seen their eyes glaze over.
Like I saw the moment they mentally turned
away because they realized they couldn’t
“save” me anymore, but they also feared me/
my actions and I saw them turn away and
leaving me to others to deal with me. They’d
rather turn their backs on me and leave me
in someone else’s care and after that they are
like... ‘But you saw a Professional that one time
so you’re fixed now, right?’ And the way they
pose that question, their tone, I know they
want me to lie and say yes.

do you mean when you say crazy? I’ve seen
things like “people with borderline personality
disorder aren’t abusive and psychotic” and like
- woah, I’m a person with BPD with psychotic
symptoms?! The equivalence between
abusiveness and ~bad symptoms~ comes up
a lot and it really worries me. It’s like there
always has to be this scarier, more symptomatic
other, the horror-movie villain. And the
way discourse around mental illness mostly
operates is saying “I’m not like that person”
instead of being like, maybe that person isn’t
like that either, maybe our ideas about badness
and evil are deeply deeply ableist and we
need a much bigger conversation about how
stigma works and what parts of mental illness
specifically are signified.

Beth: With mental health there is just so
much pressure....even to talk about ‘mental
health’ and not ‘mental illness’, so it can be
universal and not specific, to see meds as only
a short term solution until we are magically
cured and can stop freaking people out, to
be the perfect survivor, the perfect friend.
And of course this is so intrinsically tied to
the history of medical racism (particularly
anti-black racism) and institutional control. It’s
impossible for all involved and I’m so tired.

Beth: Omg yes, yes, to everything you
said!!!!! I’m just so hyper aware of being like
a ***psychotic***, I question everything I do
and this cultivates a weird paranoia within
a paranoia set up??? Paranoia-ception! And
like how easy does that lend itself to abuse
and gaslighting coz there’s this idea that we’re
the monstrous bad ones or who will believe
us anyway because we’re crazy or whatever…
Honestly it’s that doubt caused by psychosis
and paranoia stigma that has ruined my life
way more than the actual symptoms.
And equally this movie villain trope thing
concerns me when it comes to those of us
struggling with anti-social personality traits,
like those books on ‘how to spot a sociopath’
or whatever, it’s massively ableist, but it is
an ableism that is permitted as it allows
mental health to be rebranded and anyone
who is overtly marginalized is reduced to
a Patrick Bateman caricature. Not only is
that not helpful but it’s really scary for those

Rose: Beth I feel that so much! I think that
bigger conversations about mental health
sometimes do more harm than good because
they mostly centre around “de-stigmatising”
illnesses rather than talking about how societal
hatred and fear of mentally ill people functions
and how it interacts with other oppressions.
I always see these posts that are like, “Having
anxiety doesn’t make me crazy” and like, what
does that sentence actually mean? What
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of us with psychosis, personality disorders
and other stigmatized experiences! (Which
goes back to my earlier point that to nurture
a culture of accountability within mental
health there needs to be an elimination of
these stereotypes).
Like on the one hand there’s all this
sadness as radical praxis and destigmatise
mental health but on the other hand this is
at the expense of being like ‘we are not like
these monsters’ which deeply concerns me. I
bought this one book on mental health which
had a chapter on personality disorders and
anti-social behavior traits and it was just like
‘these people are not mentally ill, they cannot
be cured, they are just born bad.’
These ‘sociopath’ terms are thrown around
so much...used to sell so many books…and
then these so called expert and mental health
advocates say ‘oh that’s not even mental health
its so bad that’s something uncurable and
awful’ this is not okay, we need to deeply assess
why and how we have come to this point, in
doing so we can create a culture that holds
accountability over misguided sterotypes. n
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when new learned skills transition
into tedium
and time passes in poor imitation
of a photograph
I run with no effect from
the red parallel tracks
she’s quieter today they say
when frantic action slips into
the desperate centered calm
layered thinly over flurried thoughts
and yes I would refuse the offered hand
and fall
rather than look anyone in the eye
I flinch from comforting containment
and no one notices
all the paper that I’ve thrown away
puckered marks on black cloth
how typical have I become?
time still passes but
I run with no effect n
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CALL FOR SUBMISSIONS
We would be honoured to include your work in
Issue Four of Doll Hospital!
We are looking for all kinds of submissions from comic art to
collages to background patterns, short stories to poetry.
In short, all mediums, genres and styles are welcome!
You can find out more about us at our website:
www.dollhospitaljournal.com
And you can send us submissions
and enquiries via email to:
dollhospitaljournal@gmail.com
Hope to hear from you soon!!

Suvi Kollanen
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do we have any artists who might do some cute endpapers?

Doll Hospital is an art and literature
print journal on mental health.
We believe print is the best medium
for this project - a refuge from toxic
comment sections and constant link skipping.
Something tangible to slip in your
book bag and read on the bus.
Something still, something quiet.
Something just for you.

Artwork by Alyssa Nassner

